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1 Introduction

There is now considerable evidence that bosonic matter coupled to Chern-Simons (CS)

gauge theories and fermionic matter coupled to - roughly speaking - ‘level-rank dual’ CS

gauge theories are dual to each other in three spacetime dimensions [1–85] 1. More specif-

ically, SU(NB) CS gauge fields coupled to bosonic matter is level-rank dual to U(NF ) CS

gauge fields coupled to the fermionic matter (in the strict large N limit - in which we will

be working in - the difference between SU(N) and U(N) effectively disappears) 2. This is

an example of strong-weak coupling duality. One of the exciting and interesting fact about

these theories is that, in the ’t Hooft large N limit, exact computations of observables can

be performed on both sides of the dual pair of theories and the duality can be explicitly

checked in this limit.

Previously there have been numerous computations and checks of this duality in the

case of both the massless and massive matter theories at zero temperature. Even the

computations have already been performed at finite temperature to compute the thermal

1There are two pair of conjecturally dual theories in non-supersymmetric matter coupled Chern-Simons

theories. One is regular fermion and critical boson which are together called quasi fermionic theories. The

other pair is regular boson and critical fermions which are together called quasi bosonic theories. For details

about these see e.g. in [3, 4, 10, 11, 17, 27, 62, 67, 68, 83].
2In the dimensional regulation scheme, the Chern-Simons levels are renormalized. In the large N limit,

the renormalized levels and ranks of the two gauge groups are related as κF = −κB and NF = |κB | −NB

(see for details e.g. in [17, 27, 62, 67, 68, 83]). For a precise form of conjectured duality see appendix A of

[83].
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free energy of these theories and it has already been shown that the thermal free energies

in both the fermionic theories and the bosonic theories map to each other under duality

[10, 11, 62, 68, 83]. These theories also admit an infinite set of higher spin currents (spin

≥ 1) of single trace operators [1, 3, 4, 14]. These theories have a global U(1) symmetry.

The spin one operator is identified as the corresponding U(1) conserved current. The spin

two operator is interpreted as the stress tensor of the corresponding theories. Apart from

these, these theories also contain a single trace, gauge invariant scalar ‘current’ operator

which we refer to as spin-zero operator. Previously, there have been several computations

of various correlation functions of these operators in different limiting cases. For example,

the correlation functions of single trace operators of various spins were computed in the

case of massless fundamental matter (for both fermions and bosons) coupled to Chern-

Simons theory at zero temperature (see, e.g. in [7, 9, 65, 79]). In [29, 32], the two-point

functions of spin-one current is computed in the massive fermionic matter theory coupled

to Chern-Simons gauge fields at zero temperature. At finite temperature, the effects of

holonomy of gauge fields - which is basically the zero-mode of the gauge field along the

thermal circle - become important and one has to take into account that as well [10, 11].

In the large-N limit, the effect of holonomy can be described by a continuous distribution

function. There have been few computations of the current two-point functions in the

massless fundamental matter theories at non-zero temperature with a specific holonomy

distribution. For example, in [32], the authors first computed the two-point function of

U(1) conserved current in the massless fermionic matter theories at finite temperature in the

context of studying the Hall conductivity. In their analysis, however, they considered only a

particular holonomy distribution of gauge field, i.e., the universal table-top distribution and

the final results of that paper was in terms of some integral form. In a recent paper [80] also,

the authors have computed two-point functions of several current operators in the massless

fermionic and massless bosonic matter theories at non-zero temperature. However, they

had chosen a particular (table-top) holonomy distribution which is appropriate for infinite

volume limit. In this work, we generalize the computations of various current correlators

to the general case of the massive matter at finite temperature considering an arbitrary

holonomy distribution for the gauge holonomy, in Chern-Simons coupled to fundamental

matter theories 3. We consider massive fermionic and bosonic matter theories separately

at non-zero temeperature. There are two types of these theories: one is the regular matter

theories and the other is the critical matter theories. The regular matter theories on one side

of the duality is conjectured to be dual to the critical matter on the other side and vice versa.

It was discussed in [7, 9] and also pointed out in [80] that the two-point correlators of various

spin s operators - for spin s ≥ 1 - are basically the same whether we consider the regular or

critical matter theories, except the difference being implicitly through the exact masses of

the fundamental excitations of fermion/boson. The two-point function of spin-zero, single

trace scalar operator is different whether one considers the regular matter or critical matter;

and it was discussed in [7, 9] that they are related to each other in a particular way, at least

3We have been able to solve the resultant Schwinger-Dyson equations explicitly by ‘effectively performing’

the loop momenta integrals. From this point view, this work can also be thought of as the study of solving

an interesting ‘mathematical problem’.
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in the massless theory. To be specific, we consider here the massive regular fermionic matter

theory coupled to U(NF ) Chern-Simons gauge fields. For convenience of the computation,

we also consider the massive regular bosonic matter theory coupled to SU(NB) Chern-

Simons gauge fields. We choose to work in the dimensional regulation scheme in which the

Chern-Simons level is given by the renormalized parameter κ. We work in the ’t Hooft

large-N limit, which is by taking N,κ → ∞ but keeping λ = N
κ

fixed, and the modulus

of the ’t Hooft coupling λ is less than unity. One of our goals in this paper is to check

the conjectured bosonization duality. To do that we take the critical limit of the regular

bosonic theory [7, 9, 17] and check the duality. For the computation of bosonic correlators,

we take a slightly different route than [80]. Following [7], in the case of massive bosonic

theories at finite temperature, we first compute the offshell thermal four-point functions

of fundamental scalars; we do so by generalizing the results of [7, 17] to include the finite

temperature effects. The offshell four-point function of scalars is then used to compute the

various current correlators. In the massive case, even at zero temperature, there are two

phases of bosonic matter theories: one is unhiggsed phases of scalars and the other is the

higgsed phases of W and Z bosons (for details on the Higgsed phases of bosonic matter

coupled to Chern-Simons theories, see e.g. in [62, 68]). In the critical boson theory with

a bare mass parameter mcri
B , there are two possible signs. The unhiggsed phase of bosonic

scalar corresponds to the case mcri
B > 0 which under bose-fermi duality gets mapped to

the regular fermionic matter theory with sgn(mFλF ) = +1 4, where, mF is the bare mass

parameter of the regular fermionic theory, and λF = NF

κF
is ’t Hooft coupling. We have

explicitly checked the bose-fermi duality between the current correlators in these phases.

However, for the fermionic theories, the results are valid for both possible signs of mF . The

other possible case, i.e., the case sgn(mFλF ) = −1 in the fermionic theory is dual to the

higgsed phases of the bosonic theory (which corresponds to the case mcri
B < 0). We use the

results of current correlators in the fermionic theory to predict the corresponding results in

the Higgsed phases of bosonic matter. We leave the excercise of explicit check of duality

between the current correlators by exact computations in this phase for future work.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we briefly review and discuss

about the effect of holonomy in Chern-Simons matter theories at finite temperature. In

section 3, we study the fermionic matter coupled Chern-Simons theory and present the

computations of thermal two-point functions of spin-zero and spin-one current operators.

In section 4, we study the bosonic matter coupled Chern-Simons theory and present the

results of the offshell four-point function of fundamental scalars in the bosonic scalar theory

at finite temperature (the details of which is presented in the appendix D) and also present

the computations of thermal two-point functions of spin-zero and spin-one current operators.

In section 5, we analyze the main results of this paper in various special limits and see that

it agrees with the existing results in the limiting cases. In section 6, we explicitly check that

4At finite temperature, this condition is replaced by a more general condition sgn(hFλF ) = +1, where,

sgn(hF ) is defined around (3.10). The regular fermionic theory at nonzero temperature with sgn(hFλF ) =

+1 is dual to the unhiggsed phases of critical boson theory. The other case, i.e., the case sgn(hFλF ) = −1

is dual to the higgsed phases of critical boson theory. At zero temperature, sgn(hF ) is replaced by sgn(mF ).

For details about this see e.g., in [62], where sgn(hF ) is labelled by a different symbol sgn(XF ).
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the results obtained in this paper are consistent with the conjectured bose-fermi duality. In

section 7, we draw conclusions about our results, and discuss various outlook and interesting

future directions.

2 A note on holonomy and related conventions

In an Euclidean thermal field theory at some temperature T in three dimensions, x3 di-

rection is put along a circle S
1 of radius β = T−1 5. The position space integrals that we

encounter here, are given by

∫
d3x f(x) =

∫
d2~x

∫ β

0
dx3 f(~x, x3) . (2.1)

In Chern-Simons matter theory at finite temperature, holonomy, i.e., the zero mode of the

gauge field along the thermal circle, becomes important and crucially effects the physical

observables [10, 11]. Holonomy of the gauge field in a U(N) gauge theory is completely

specified by its eigenvalues, eiαj where j = 1, . . . , N and αj ∈ (−π, π] [10, 62, 83]. In the

large-N limit, the location of eigenvalues on unit circle can be specified by a continuous

distribution function ρ(α) defined by

ρ(α) = lim
N→∞

1

N

N∑

j=1

δ(α − αj) . (2.2)

It follows that the holonomy distribution function is normalized, i.e.,
∫ π

−π
ρ(α) dα = 1. We

choose the holonomy distribution ρ(α) to be arbitrary, throughout the paper, unless oth-

erwise mentioned 6. The correlators that we compute in this paper, by summing Feynman

diagrams and performing loop integrals, are in momentum space. Technically, the effect of

non-trivial holonomy is to shift the loop momenta in the direction of k3 for a generic loop

momentum k ≡ (k1, k2, k3) [10, 32, 62, 80]. Let us briefly explain this point. As x3-direction

is compactified in the thermal theory, the conjugate momenta along the third direction is

quantized. We will not, however, explicitly write every time the quantized version of k3 but

will implicitly assume that is the case. The momentum space integrals are given by

∫ D3k

(2π)3
f(k) =

∫
d2~k

(2π)2

∫ Dk3
2π

f(~k, k3) , (2.3)

where, d2~k is the usual integration measure dk1dk2 for the spatial momenta, and the mo-

mentum integration measure Dk3 is defined by
∫ Dk3

2π
f(~k, k3) =

1

β

∫ π

−π

ρ(α)dα
∑

k3

f
(
~k, k3 +

α

β

)
, (2.4)

Here, as mentioned earlier, the effect of holonomy is to shift the k3 momenta by β−1α.

Exact meaning of ‘integral over k3’ which is really a sum [62], is slightly different for bosons

5In other words, the identification x3 ∼ x3 + β is used; here, x3 is the Euclidean time coordinate.
6Throughout, we assume the holonomy distribution ρ(α) to be an even function of α, i.e., ρ(−α) = ρ(α).
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and fermions depending upon the periodic/antiperiodic boundary conditions on bosonic

and fermionic fields along S
1, the precise meaning of which is explained below in (2.6) and

(2.8). To see the precise form of the quantization condition on the momenta k3, we consider

the fourier transform of a function f(x) ≡ f(~x, x3) which is defined by [62]

f(~x, x3) =

∫ D3k

(2π)3
ei
~k·~x+ik3x

3
f(~k, k3) . (2.5)

Depending upon the periodicity/antiperiodicity of the boundary conditions on the fields

along the thermal circle, there are two possible cases.

Bosonic Theory :

Bosonic fields are periodic along the thermal circle, i.e., φ(~x, x3 + β) = φ(~x, x3). This

implies eik3β = e2nkπi, where nk ∈ Z; i.e., k3 is quantized with the quantization condition

k3 = 2nkπ
β

. It follows from (2.3) and (2.4) that the momentum integral with quantized k3
in the bosonic theory for an arbitrary holonomy distribution ρB(α) is given by

∫ D3
Bk

(2π)3
f(~k, k3) =

∫
d2~k

(2π)2

∫ DBk3
2π

f(~k, k3) =
1

β

∫
d2~k

(2π)2

∫ π

−π

ρB(α) dα
∑

nk∈Z

f

(
~k,

2nkπ + α

β

)
.

(2.6)

For later use, we here define the following function χB(z) of a real variable z

χB(z) =
1

2

∫ π

−π

ρB(α) dα

[
coth

(
βz + iα

2

)
+ coth

(
βz − iα

2

)]
. (2.7)

Following [62], we also define another function ξB(z) as ξB(z) =
∫ z
χB(w) dw, an (indefi-

nite) integral over χB(z). The explicit form of the function ξB(z) is given by (A.1) in the

appendix A.

Fermionic Theory :

Fermion fields on the other hand satisfy the anti-periodicity boundary condition along

the thermal cirlce, i.e., ψ(~x, x3 + β) = −ψ(~x, x3), which implies eik3β = ei(2nk+1)π, where

nk ∈ Z. This means k3 in the fermionic theory is quantized with the quantization condition

k3 = (2nk+1)π
β

. So, the momentum integral with quantized k3 in the fermionic theory for

an arbitrary holonomy distribution ρF (α) is given by

∫ D3
Fk

(2π)3
f(~k, k3) =

∫
d2~k

(2π)2

∫ DFk3
2π

f(~k, k3) =
1

β

∫
d2~k

(2π)2

∫ π

−π

ρF (α) dα
∑

nk∈Z

f

(
~k,

(2nk + 1)π + α

β

)
.

(2.8)

As above in bosonic theory, we define here the following function χF (z)

χF (z) =
1

2

∫ π

−π

ρF (α) dα

[
tanh

(
βz + iα

2

)
+ tanh

(
βz − iα

2

)]
, (2.9)

which will be used later in the paper. As in the case of bosons, we define another function

ξF (z) as an integral over χF (z), i.e., as ξF (z) =
∫ z
χF (w) dw. The explicit form of ξF (z)

is given by (A.2). For other conventions and useful definitions see Appendix A.
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3 Thermal correlators in the fermionic theory

3.1 Brief review of the theory

As discussed in the introduction, in this paper we study the massive, regular fermionic

matter theory with a finite bare mass mF coupled to U(NF ) Chern-Simons gauge fields at

finite temperature in the large-N limit. In the dimensional regulation scheme, the Euclidean

action of this theory is given by

SF [A,ψ] =
iκF
4π

∫
d3x ǫµνρ tr

(
Aµ∂νAρ −

2i

3
AµAνAρ

)
+

∫
d3x

(
ψ̄γµDµψ +mF ψ̄ψ

)
,

(3.1)

where, covariant derivatives for fundamental and antifundamental fields are defined by,

Dµψ = ∂µψ − iAµψ and Dµψ̄ = ∂µψ̄ + iψ̄Aµ, respectively 7. The gauge field Aµ is in the

adjoint representation of U(NF ). The gamma matrices are chosen to be the ordinary 2× 2

Pauli matrices γµ = σµ, µ = 1, 2, 3. Following the literature, we work in the gauge A− = 0.

With this choice of gauge, the action (3.1) in momentum space takes the following form 8

SF [A,ψ] =− κF ǫ
µ−ν

4π

∫ D3
F k

(2π)3
Aµ(−k)k−Aν(k) +

∫ D3
Fk

(2π)3
ψ̄(−k)(iγµkµ +mF )ψ(k)

− i

∫ D3
F p

(2π)3
D3

Fk

(2π)3
ψ̄(p)γµAµ(−p− k)ψ(k) .

(3.2)

In the momentum space, some of the Feynman rules for this theory are given below.

Propagator for the gauge field :

The propagator for the gauge field is defined as

〈Aµ(p
′)Aν(p)〉 = GF

νµ(p) (2π)
3 δ(3)(p+ p′) , (3.3)

where,

GF
νµ(p) =

2πǫν−µ

κF p−
. (3.4)

As discussed in [10], the gauge field propagator is independent of p3, so is not effected by

the holonomy.

7A note on the notations and conventions: we don’t explicitly write the color indices, but the color

contractions are easily understood from the context. ψ and ψ̄ can be thought of as NF component column

and row vectors, respectively and Aµ can be thought of as NF × NF matrices in the color space. We

don’t show explicitly the spinor indices of ψ and ψ̄ which are two-component spinors in three dimensions.

Also, we don’t explicitly write the adjoint index of the gauge fields Aµ ≡ Aa
µT

a, and color trace over

the gauge group generators T a. One can easily restore these indices and explicitly use the normalizations

Tr(T aT b) = C(NF )δ
ab. Conventionally, C(NF ) = 1

2
. The convention for the color contraction that is

used here, is such that ψ̄ψ = ψ̄iψ
i; but ψψ̄ does not necessarily have the contracted color indices. Also,

ψ̄Mψ = ψ̄iM
i
jψ

j . The same convention is used for the bosonic theories where NF is replaced by NB .
8Normalization for the Levi-Civita tensor used in this paper is such that ǫ123 = ǫ123 = 1 and ǫ+−3 =

−ǫ+−3 = −i.
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Exact propagator for the Fermionic field :

The exact fermionic propagator, in the strict large-N limit, to all orders in the ’t Hooft

coupling parameter λF
9, is given by

〈ψ(p)ψ̄(p′)〉 = SF (p) (2π)
3 δ(3)(p+ p′) , (3.5)

where 10,

SF (p) =
1

iγµpµ +mF1 +ΣF (p)
. (3.7)

Here, ΣF (p) is the fermionic self energy. It is useful to expand ΣF (p) in the basis {γµ,1}
as ΣF = iγµΣµ +Σ11, where, 1 is 2× 2 identity matrix. At non-zero temperature, the self

energy was already computed in the literature (see, e.g. in [1, 10, 11] for details) in the

lightcone gauge, and is listed here for the purpose of later use 11

Σ̃1(ps) = mF + λF ξF (a(ps)) , Σ+(~p) =
p+
p2s

[
c2F − Σ̃2

1
(p)

]
, Σ−(p) = Σ3(p) = 0 , (3.9)

where, Σ̃1 = mF +Σ1, a(ps) = +
√
p2s + c2F and p2 = 2p+p− + p23 = p2s + p23. The function

ξF (z) is defined in (A.2). cF is the thermal mass of the fermion which is determined by the

gap equation

cF = sgn(hF )(mF + λF ξF (cF )) , (3.10)

where, sgn(hF ) = sgn(mF + λF ξF (cF )) (see e.g. in [62]). We use the convention where,

cF (also cB in the case of bosons) is always positive. There are two possibilities depending

upon the two possible signs of sgn(hFλF ) [62]) 12. At zero temperature, sgn(hF ) is replaced

by sgn(mF ). Diagramatically, the gauge field and the exact fermionic propagators are

µ ν

p

= GF
νµ(p) = SF (p)

p

The vertex factor associated with the interaction term ψ̄(p)Aµ(−p− k)ψ(k) is given by

Vµ(k, p) = iγµ . (3.11)

We now compute various correlators of gauge invariant, single trace operators in this theory.

9As discussed in the introduction, the ’t Hooft coupling parameter for the fermionic theory is defined

by λF = NF

κF
; similarly for the bosonic theory, λB = NB

κB
. The range of the couplings are 0 < |λ| < 1,

with λ = 0 being the weak coupling limit and λ = 1 being the strong-coupling limit of the corresponding

theories.
10Alternatively, the exact propagator can be written as

SF (p) =
Σ̃1(p)1 − iγµ

(

pµ + Σµ

)

p2 + c2F
≡ S

F
µ (p)γµ + S

F
1 (p)1 . (3.6)

11The fermionic self energy is obtained by summing the 1PI graphs (see, e.g., Figure 5 in [10]) and is

given by [1, 10, 11]

ΣF (p) = −NF

∫

D3
F ℓ

(2π)3
Vµ(ℓ, p)SF (ℓ) V

ν(p, ℓ)GF
νµ(ℓ− p) . (3.8)

12The choice sgn(hFλF ) = +1 corresponds to, under duality, the unHiggsed critical bosonic scalar theory,

and the choice sgn(hFλF ) = −1 corresponds to the Higgsed phases of critical bosons under duality.
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3.2 Case I: Spin zero

The gauge invariant, single trace, spin 0 operator in the regular fermionic theory is given

by JF
0 (x) = ψ̄(x)ψ(x), which in the momentum space takes the form

JF
0 (−q) =

∫ D3
F k

(2π)3
ψ̄(−(k + q))ψ(k) (3.12)

In order to compute 〈JF
0 J

F
0 〉 two-point correlator, we need to compute the exact JF

0 in-

sertion vertex, which we compute by solving the corresponding Schwinger-Dyson equations

shown in Fig.1 in the subsection below.

3.2.1 Schwinger-Dyson equation for the exact vertex

Diagrammatically, the Schwinger-Dyson equation for the exact JF
0 vertex is shown in Fig.1.

The exact JF
0 insertion vertex is defined by

〈
JF
0 (−q)ψ(k)ψ̄(p)

〉
= V F

0 (k, q) (2π)3δ(3)(p + k + q) . (3.13)

In the planar limit, the Schwinger-Dyson equation for V F
0 (k, q) is given by

=

k

q
+×

k

q ℓ− k

k

q

Figure 1. Schwinger-Dyson equations for the exact vertices. The circled cross denote an insertion

of an exact vertex and a filled circle denotes the exact fermion propagator. The bare cross denotes

the ‘tree level’ insertion.

V F
0 (k, q) = Ṽ F

0 (k, q)+NF

∫ D3
F ℓ

(2π)3
[
Vµ(ℓ+q, k+q)SF (ℓ+q)V

F
0 (ℓ, q)SF (ℓ)Vν(k, ℓ)

]
GF

νµ(ℓ−k) ,
(3.14)

where, the factor of NF appearing in front of the second term is the contribution from

the color factors. Ṽ F
0 is the tree-level insertion vertex corresponding to JF

0 . From the

definition of JF
0 operator in (3.12), it follows that Ṽ F

0 (k, q) = 1. We work in the ‘lightcone

kinematics’ q± = 0, in which case, the calculations simplfy considerably 13. Using (3.11)

and (3.4), (3.14) simplifies to

V F
0 (k, q) = 1− 2πiλF

∫ D3
F ℓ

(2π)3

[
γ[3|SF (ℓ+ q)V F

0 (ℓ, q)SF (ℓ)γ
|+]

] 1

(ℓ− k)−
. (3.15)

13The difficulty with working in the general case of q± 6= 0 lies in the fact that the corresponding integrals

over the spatial components ℓ1 and ℓ2 of the loop momenta ℓ are difficult to perform exactly.
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Here and in the rest of the paper, we use the notation

γ[ρ|Aγ|ν] = γρAγν − γνAγρ = 2iǫρµν(Aµ1 −A1γµ) , (3.16)

for any 2 × 2 matrix A = Aµγ
µ + A11. As V F

0 (k, q) is a 2 × 2 matrix in the spinor

space, it can be expanded in the complete basis {γµ,1} of 2 × 2 matrices as V F
0 (k, q) =

V0,µ(k, q)γ
µ+V0,11. Comparing it with the RHS of (3.15), we get V0,−(k, q) = V0,3(k, q) = 0

and the following set of two non-trivial coupled integral equations

V0,+(k, q) = −4πiλF

∫ D3
F ℓ

(2π)3
[
SF (ℓ+ q)V F

0 (ℓ, q)SF (ℓ)
]
1

1

(ℓ− k)−
,

V0,1(k, q) = 1 + 4πiλF

∫ D3
F ℓ

(2π)3
[
SF (ℓ+ q)V F

0 (ℓ, q)SF (ℓ)
]
−

1

(ℓ− k)−
,

(3.17)

where, we have used the notation [ABC]a to denote the a-th component of the matrix

product ABC of three matrices A, B and C, and a ∈ (µ,1). The RHS of the above

equation (3.17) does not depend upon k3. In the ‘lightcone kinematics’ q± = 0, the only

non-zero component of q is q3. So, we use the SO(2) rotational symmetry in the 1-2 plane

to write down

V0,1(~ℓ, q3) ≡ f(ℓs, q3) , V0,+(~ℓ, q3) ≡
ℓ+
ℓ2s
g(ℓs, q3) . (3.18)

The extra factor of ℓ2s in the denominator of the second expression above is kept for later

convenience. Using (3.18) and the explicit components of the exact fermion propagator

(3.6), the equations (3.17) can be simplified to give

f(ks, q3) = 1− 4πiλF

∫ D3
F ℓ

(2π)3
[−q3 + 2iΣ̃1(ℓs)]f(ℓs, q3) + g(ℓs, q3)

(ℓ23 + a2(ℓs))((ℓ3 + q3)2 + a2(ℓs)

ℓ−
(ℓ− k)−

, (3.19)

and

k+
k2s
g(ks, q3) = 4πiλF

∫ D3
F ℓ

(2π)3
[ℓ3(ℓ3 + q3) + a2(ℓ3)− 2Σ̃2

1
(ℓs)]f(ℓs, q3) +

1
2 [q3 + 2iΣ̃1(ℓs)]g(ℓs, q3)

(ℓ23 + a2(ℓs))((ℓ3 + q3)2 + a2(ℓs))

1

(ℓ− k)−
.

(3.20)

Due to the SO(2) rotational symmetry in the ℓ1-ℓ2 plane, it is useful to write the integration

measure as

D3
F ℓ ≡ ℓsdℓsdθℓDF ℓ3 . (3.21)

where, ℓs is the radial momenta in the ℓ+-ℓ+ plane (or equivalently, ℓ1-ℓ2 plane) and is given

by ℓ2s = 2ℓ+ℓ− = ℓ21 + ℓ22. θℓ is the angular variable in the lightcone plane. The measure

DF ℓ3 as before is given by (2.8). One can do the angular integration by using the result

(B.1) and also perform the integral over the momentum component ℓ3 by using (C.11) and

(C.13); by doing so, we find

f(ks, q3) = 1− 2iλF

∫ ∞

ks

ℓsdℓs
a(ℓs)

FF (a(ℓs), q3)
[
[−q3 + 2iΣ̃1(ℓs)]f(ℓs, q3) + g(ℓs, q3)

]
, (3.22)

and

g(ks, q3) = −2iλF

∫ ks

0

ℓsdℓs
a(ℓs)

FF (a(ℓs), q3)
[
4[a2(ℓs)−Σ̃2

1(ℓs)]f(ℓs, q3)+[q3+2iΣ̃1(ℓs)]g(ℓs, q3)
]
.

(3.23)
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where, the function FF (z) is defined by FF (z) = χF (z)
q23+4z2

, and χF (z) is given by (2.9). In

order to solve these two coupled integral equations (3.22) and (3.23), we first introduce a

change of variable a(ℓs) = +
√
ℓ2s + c2F = w and a(ks) = +

√
k2s + c2F = z. In terms of these

reduced variables (as the functional dependence changes, so, we redefine f(ks, q3) ≡ f̃(z, q3)

and g(ks, q3) ≡ g̃(z, q3) and Σ̃1(ℓs) ≡ hF (w)),

f̃(z, q3) = 1− 2iλF

∫ ∞

z

dw FF (w, q3)
[
[−q3 + 2ihF (w)]f̃(z, q3) + g̃(w, q3)

]
, (3.24)

and

g̃(z, q3) = −2iλF

∫ z

cF

dw FF (w, q3)
[
4[w2−h2F (w)]f̃(w, q3)+[q3+2iΣ̃1(ℓs)]g̃(w, q3)

]
. (3.25)

The above two coupled integral equations (3.24) and (3.25) can be decoupled and solved

easily, by converting them first to a set of two differential equations by taking derivatives

w.r.t. the free parameter z. The corresponding differential equations take the following

form

∂z f̃(z, q3) = 2iλF
[
[−q3 + 2ihF (z)]f̃(z, q3) + g̃(z, q3)

]
FF (z, q3) , (3.26)

and

∂z g̃(z, q3) = −2iλF
[
4[z2 − h2F (z)]f̃(z, q3) + [q3 + 2ihF (z)]g̃(z, q3)

]
FF (z, q3) . (3.27)

There is a particuar combination of the two equations (3.26) and (3.27), which can be

written as a total derivative w.r.t. the variable z. This is easily done by multiplying (3.26) by

(q3+2ihF (z)) and then adding that to (3.27). From the definitions hF (z) = mF +λF ξF (z),

and ξF (z) =
∫ z
χF (w)dw, it follows that h′F (z) = λF ξ

′
F (z) = λFχF (z). Constructing the

particular combination mentioned in this paragraph, we find that it can be written as a

total derivative as given below

∂z
[
(q3 + 2ihF (z))f̃(z, q3) + g̃(z, q3)

]
= 0 . (3.28)

The general solution of (3.28) can be written as

(q3 + 2ihF (z))f̃(z, q3) + g̃(z, q3) = η(q3) , (3.29)

where, η(q3) is an unknown function of q3 to be determined from the boundary conditions.

From (3.24) and (3.25), we see that the above differential equations (3.24) and (3.25) must

satisfy the following boundary conditions

f̃(z = Λ, q3) = 1, g̃(z = cF , q3) = 0, where, Λ → ∞ . (3.30)

Here and also later in this paper, we have introduced a UV cutoff Λ in the radial momentum

integral, in the intermediate steps of calculations to keep track of the divergent terms in

the integrals which we have eventually dropped away by regularization. Finally, Λ is taken

to infinity. Using (3.29) we substitute g̃(z, q3) in (3.24) and get

∂z f̃(z, q3) = 2iλF
[
η(q3)− 2q3f̃(z, q3)

]
FF (z, q3) . (3.31)
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To solve the above equation (3.31), we choose an ansatz of the form

f̃(z, q3) = A

(
1 +B exp

[
4iλF q3

∫ Λ

z

dw FF (w, q3)
])

. (3.32)

Using the definition, HF (z, q3) = exp
[
4iλF q3

∫ z
dw FF (w, q3)

]
, (3.32) can be written in

the following form

f̃(z, q3) = A

(
1 +B

HF (Λ, q3)

HF (z, q3)

)
, (3.33)

which is more useful in the intermediate steps of the calculations. There are three unknowns

A, B and η(q3) which need to be fixed to completely determine f̃ and g̃. Using the boundary

condition (3.30) on f̃ , we fix A in terms of B. η(q3) is in terms of B by substituting the

ansatz (3.32) in (3.31). Finally, we use the boundary condition on g̃ to determine B from

equation (3.29). The final result for the exact JF
0 insertion vertex (3.18) is given by

f̃(z, q3) =
1 +BHF (Λ,q3)

HF (z,q3)

1 +B
, g̃(z, q3) =

2q3
1 +B

−
(
q3 + 2i(mF + λF ξF (z))

)
f̃(z, q3) , (3.34)

where, B is given by

B =

(
q3 − 2ihF (cF )

)
(
q3 + 2ihF (cF )

)HF (cF , q3)

HF (Λ, q3)
. (3.35)

3.2.2 Two-point function :

The two-point function is computed by computing the Feynman diagram shown in Fig.2.

To compute the two-point function 〈JF
0 (q′)JF

0 (q)〉, only a single insertion of an exact ver-

tex JF
0 (q′) is required to account for all the perturbative Feynman diagrams without any

overcounting. For definiteness, we choose insertion at the left in Fig.2 as the exact vertex.

⊗ ×q
J (s) J (s)

Figure 2. Diagram contributing to two-point function 〈J (s)(−q)J (s)(q)〉 for spin zero and spin one.

Filled circle denotes the exact fermion propagator.

Insertion on right side in Fig.2 is the ‘free’ insertion vertex 14 which we define as follows :

〈JF
0 (−q)ψ(k)ψ̄(p)〉 = UF

0 (k, q) (2π)3δ(3)(p + k + q) . (3.36)

14We alternately use the terms ‘free’, ‘tree level’ and ‘bare’ insertion vertex for the insertion on the

RHS of the schematic diagrams Fig.2 or Fig.5 of two-point correlators. What this exactly means is that it

includes only the required diagrams (which may contain loops) to avoid any overcounting [7, 9, 80]. The

required diagrams for the ‘bare’ insertion vertex can be got from the definitions of the corresponding current

operator.
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From the definition of JF
0 (q) operator in (3.12), it follows that UF

0 (k, q) = 1. We define the

two-point correlation function of JF
0 operator as

〈JF
0 (q′)JF

0 (q)〉 = GF
0 (q) (2π)

3δ(3)(q′ + q) . (3.37)

From Fig.2, the expression for GF
0 is given by

GF
0 (q) = −NF

∫ D3
F k

(2π)3
TrF

[
UF
0 (k + q,−q) SF (k + q) V F

0 (k, q) SF (k)

]
, (3.38)

where, the extra (−1) factor above in (3.38) is because of the integration over fermion loop.

Here, TrF indicates the trace in spinor space. Inserting the expressions of exact fermion

propagator (3.6), the exact insertion vertex V F
0 computed in (3.34), the expression of UF

0 ,

doing the gamma-matrix algebra and performing the momentum integral over the loop

momenta k, the final result for 〈JF
0 J

F
0 〉 that we find is given by

GF
0 (q) = lim

Λ→∞

[
iNF q3
4πλF

HF (Λ,q3)
HF (cF ,q3)

e
−2isgn(hF ) tan−1 q3

2cF + 1

HF (Λ,q3)
HF (cF ,q3)

e
−2isgn(hF ) tan−1 q3

2cF − 1
+
NFhF (Λ)

2πλF

]
, (3.39)

where, HF (z, q3) = exp
[
4iλF q3

∫ z
dw FF (w, q3)

]
, FF (z, q3) = χF (z)

q23+4z2
and hF (z) = mF +

λF ξF (z), and sgn(hF ) is defined in the gap equation (3.10). From the expression of ξF (w) in

(A.2), it is clear that ξF (∞) diverges linearly. However, we regularize [9, 10] the answer by

subtracting the divergent term ξF (∞) and take the Λ → ∞ limit 15. Thus, the renormalized

two-point function 〈JF
0 J

F
0 〉 is

GF
0 (q) =

iNF q3
4πλF

HF (∞,q3)
HF (cF ,q3)

e
−2isgn(hF ) tan−1 q3

2cF + 1

HF (∞,q3)
HF (cF ,q3)

e
−2isgn(hF ) tan−1 q3

2cF − 1
+
NFmF

2πλF
. (3.40)

(3.40) is valid at finite temperature and non-zero mass. In various limiting cases, this agrees

with the existing results [9, 80, 85].

3.3 Case II: Spin one

In this section we generalize the computaions of two-point correlators of spin one operator,

done previously [9, 32, 80, 85], to the general case of massive regular fermionic theory at

finite temperature with arbitrary holonomy distribution. The regular fermionic theory (3.1)

that we study in this paper has a gauge invariant, conserved U(1) current, given by the

single trace operator JF
µ (x) = i ψ̄(x)γµψ(x). In momentum space, this operator is given by

JF
µ (−q) = i

∫ D3
F k

(2π)3
ψ̄(−(k + q))γµψ(k) . (3.41)

Our goal in this section is to compute the two-point correlator 〈JF
µ J

F
ν 〉, for which as in the

case of JF
0 , we need the exact JF

µ vertex.

15One can use the dimensional regularization for the radial momenta integrals as discussed in [62] to

remove the term ξF (∞). Alternatively, it can be done by adding a mass counterterm for the background

source of JF
0 as discussed in [9].
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3.3.1 Schwinger-Dyson equation for the exact insertion vertex

Exact JF
µ insertion vertex is computed by solving the Schwinger-Dyson equation given

schematically in Fig.1. The exact JF
µ vertex is defined as

〈JF
µ (−q)ψ(k)ψ̄(p)〉 = V F

(µ)(k, q) (2π)
3δ(3)(p + k + q) . (3.42)

The corresponding Schwinger-Dyson equation for V F
µ (k, q) is given by

V F
(µ)(k, q) = Ṽ F

(µ)(k, q)+NF

∫ D3
F ℓ

(2π)3
[
Vν(ℓ+q, k+q)SF (ℓ+q)V

F
(µ)(ℓ, q)SF (ℓ)Vρ(k, ℓ)

]
GF

ρν(ℓ−k) ,
(3.43)

where, Ṽ F
(µ)(k, q) denotes the tree-level insertion of JF

µ . From (3.41), it follows that Ṽ F
(µ)(k, q) =

iγµ. Using (3.11) and (3.4) , the above equation (3.43) can be simplified to

V F
(µ)(k, q) = iγµ − 2πiλF

∫ D3
F ℓ

(2π)3
[
γ[3|SF (ℓ+ q)V F

(µ)(ℓ, q)SF (ℓ)γ
|+]

] 1

(ℓ− k)−
. (3.44)

The only non-zero component of 〈JF
µ (−q)JF

ν (q)〉 in the x1-x2 plane, in ‘lightcone kinematics’

q± = 0, is the (µν) ≡ (−+) (or equivalently (+−)) component 16. Other components are

zero 17. So, from now on, we will be considering only 〈J−J+〉 (the same argument goes for

the bosonic case as well). Also as in the JF
0 case, in order for the computation of two-point

functions, only a single exact vertex is required. To compute 〈JF
− (−q)JF

+ (q)〉, we will use

the exact JF
− insertion vertex and the ‘tree level’ insertion vertex for JF

+ . So, we need to

compute the exact JF
− insertion vertex. It is clear from (3.44) that V F

(µ)(k, q) is independent

of k3. Also, in the lightcone kinematics q± = 0, the only non-zero component of the external

momenta q is q3. So, the momentum dependence of V F
(µ)(k, q) is basically V F

(µ)(
~k, q3). As in

the JF
0 case, V F

(−)(k, q) can be expanded as,

V F
(−)(

~k, q3) = V F
(−),ν(

~k, q3)γ
ν + V F

(−),1(
~k, q3)1 = gm(ks, q3)γ

+ + k−fm(ks, q3)1 . (3.45)

To solve for exact V F
(−), we plug (3.45) in the minus-component equation of (3.44) and get

a set of two coupled integral equations involving fm and gm. As in the case of JF
0 , these

equations for fm and gm get simplified a lot once we utilize the SO(2) rotational symmetry

in the lightcone plane and decompose the momentum integration measure as (3.21). We

perform the angular integration using (B.1) and also perform the integral over momen-

tum component ℓ3 by using (C.11) and (C.13). Performing a change of variable a(ℓs) =

+
√
ℓ2s + c2F = w and a(ks) = +

√
k2s + c2F = z, and relabelling fm(ks, q3) ≡ f̃m(z, q3) and

16This folows from the SO(2) rotational symmetry in the 1-2 plane.
17As the U(1) current is classically conserved, it follows from the Ward identity, that in the momentum

space, qµ〈Jµ(−q)Jν(q)〉 should vanish upto (at most) a contact term [80]. With the external momentum

choice q± = 0, it follows then that the component 〈J3J3〉 should vanish upto a contact term. We have also

explicitly checked (though not provided here keeping in mind about the length of the paper) in the case of

fermionic theory (with the U(1) current given by (3.41)), that this is indeed the case, i.e., 〈J−J−〉, 〈J+J+〉,

〈J±J3〉 components vanish in the choice q± = 0. Also we have explicitly checked that 〈J3J3〉 vanishes

exactly in this momentum choice.
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gm(ks, q3) ≡ g̃m(z, q3) and Σ̃1(ℓs) ≡ hF (w), the equations for f̃m and g̃m can be written in

a much simpler form, which takes the following form

f̃m(z, q3) = 2iλF

∫ ∞

z

dw FF (w, q3)

[(
q3 − 2ihF (w)

)
f̃m(z, q3) − 2g̃m(w, q3)

]
, (3.46)

and

g̃m(z, q3) = i + 2iλF

∫ ∞

z

dw FF (w, q3)

[
2
(
w2−h2F (w)

)
f̃m(w, q3)+

(
q3+2iΣ̃1(ℓs)

)
g̃m(w, q3)

]
.

(3.47)

To solve the above two equations (3.46) and (3.47), it is best to convert them into a set of

differential equations. The boundary conditions that follow from (3.46) and (3.47) are 18

f̃m(z = Λ, q3) = 0, g̃m(z = Λ, q3) = i, where, Λ → ∞ . (3.48)

Solving the equations (3.46) and (3.47), by first converting them into differential equations

with the boundary conditions (3.48), we find the final solution for the exact JF
− vertex in

terms of fm and gm as

f̃m(z, q3) =
i

q3

(
1− exp

[
4iλF q3

∫ Λ

z

dw FF (w, q3)
])

,

g̃m(z, q3) = i − 1

2

(
q3 + 2ihF (z)

)
f̃m(z, q3) .

(3.49)

3.3.2 Two-point function

In this subsection, we compute 〈JF
µ (−q)JF

ν (q)〉. We define the two-point correlator of spin

one operator JF
µ as

〈JF
µ (−q)JF

ν (q)〉 = GF
µν(q) (2π)

3δ(3)(q′ + q) . (3.50)

The corresponding Feynman diagram for this is given in Fig.2. Similar to the JF
0 case, the

insertion on left side of the diagram is chosen to be the exact vertex, and the insertion on

right side is chosen to be the ‘tree-level’ insertion to avoid any overcounting of the diagrams.

We define the ‘tree-level’ insertion JF
ν vertex as follows

〈JF
ν (−q)ψ(k)ψ̄(p)〉 = UF

(ν)(k, q) (2π)
3δ(3)(p+ k + q) . (3.51)

From the definition of JF
µ current in (3.41), it follows that UF

(ν)(k, q) = iγν . From Fig.2, we

see that the two-point function of the spin one current is given by

GF
µν(q) = −NF

∫ D3
F k

(2π)3
TrF

[
SF (k + q) V F

(µ)(k, q) SF (k) U
F
(ν)(k + q,−q)

]
, (3.52)

18The boundary conditions for the exact vertex V F
(−) is different from the the boundary conditions for

that of the exact V F
0 vertex.
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where, again the extra (−1) factor above in (3.52) is because of the integration over fermion

loop. Using the expression of UF
ν and performing the gamma matrix algebra 19, (3.52)

reduces to

GF
µν(q) = −2iNF

∫ D3
Fk

(2π)3
[
SF (k + q) V F

(µ)(k, q) SF (k)
]
ν
. (3.53)

Below we consider the (µν) ≡ (−+) component of (3.53). Using the expressions of SF and

V F
− in (3.53) and performing the momentum integral, we find

GF
−+(q) = lim

Λ→∞

[
iNF q3
16πλF

(
1 +

2ihF (cF )

q3

)2[ HF (Λ, q3)

HF (cF , q3)
− 1

]
− NF ξF (cF )

8π
+
NF ξF (Λ)

8π

]

(3.54)

As in the case of JF
0 , (3.54) is linearly divergent due to the appearance of ξF (∞). Regu-

larizing the above answer by throwing away the term ξF (∞) 20, we report below the final

result for the renormalized current two-point correlator GF
−+

GF
−+(q) =

iNF q3
16πλF

(
1 +

2ihF (cF )

q3

)2[HF (∞, q3)

HF (cF , q3)
− 1

]
− NF ξF (cF )

8π
(3.55)

Alternatively, one could have considered the exact JF
+ vertex and the ‘tree level’ JF

− insertion

vertex and perform the above excercise and would have got the same result 21. This follows

from the fact that GF
−+(q) = GF

+−(−q).

4 Thermal correlators in the bosonic theory

4.1 Brief review of the theory

In this section, we study the mass deformed regular bosonic matter theory coupled to

SU(NB) Chern-Simons gauge fields in the large NB limit, at finite temperature. The

Euclidean action for this theory is given by

SB[A,φ] =
iκB
4π

∫
d3x ǫµνρ tr

(
Aµ∂νAρ −

2i

3
AµAνAρ

)

+

∫
d3x

(
(Dµφ̄)(D

µφ) +m2
Bφ̄φ+

b4
2NB

(φ̄φ)2 +
b6

6N2
B

(φ̄φ)3
)
.

(4.1)

One of our goal is to check the duality between the fermionic and the bosonic theories. We

have studied the regular fermionic matter theory in the previous section which is dual to

the critical boson theory. We will study critical boson theory by taking critical limit of

the regular boson theory defined by the action (4.1), in the next section. We work in the

lightcone gauge A− = 0. The Feynman rules in this theory include the following :

19Use the fact that for a general matrix M =Mµγ
µ +M11, TrF (Mγν) =MµTrF (γ

µγν) = 2Mν .
20This divergence term can be removed by dimensional regularization as discussed in [62]. Alternatively,

one can also subtract this by adding the mass counterterm for the source field corresponding to JF
µ [9].

21We also explicitly checked this (not provided here).
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Propagator for the gauge field

The gauge boson propagator in the lightcone gauge A− = 0, in Euclidean space, is given

by

〈Aµ(p
′)Aν(p)〉 = GB

νµ(p) (2π)
3δ(3)(p+ p′) , (4.2)

where,

GB
νµ(p) =

2πǫν−µ

κBp−
. (4.3)

As also mentioned in the fermionic case, the gauge field propagator (4.3) is independent

of p3, so is not effected by the holonomy [10]. We label the gauge fields both in the case

of fermionic theory and here in the bosonic theory by the same symbol Aµ. However,

the distinction should be obvious from the context whether we study fermionic or bosonic

theory. Also we denote the gauge field propagator by the same feynman diagram as shown

around equation (3.4) but now it is equal to GB
νµ(p).

Propagator for the scalar field

The exact propagator for the scalar fields in the Euclidean space is given by

〈φ(p)φ̄(p′)〉 = SB(p) (2π)
3δ(3)(p + p′) , (4.4)

where,

SB(p) =
1

p2 + c2B
. (4.5)

Here, cB is the thermal mass of the scalar field, which is related to the bare mass-squared

m2
B as c2B = m2

B +ΣB, where ΣB is the bosonic self energy 22. The final result for the gap

equation of the thermal is given by 23

c2B = m2
B − b4

4π
ξB(cB) +

(
λ2B
4

+
b6

32π2

)
ξ2B(cB) , (4.6)

where, the function ξB(x) is defined in (A.1). Solving the equation (4.6), one finds the ther-

mal mass cB of the regular boson theory. In Feynman diagram, the exact scalar propagator

is denoted by

= SB(p)
p

In the lightcone gauge A− = 0, the contribution to the vertex factor corresponding

to the term φ̄A3A
3φ is Vφ̄A2φ = −1. In momentum space of the action (4.1), the ver-

tex contribution corresponding to the interaction term φ̄(p)Aµ(−(p + k))φ(k), is given by

Vµ

φ̄Aφ
(k, p) = (k − p)µ, with explicit momentum conservation at the vertex.

22As discussed in the literature in great details, one can compute the self energy either by summing the

feynman diagrams or by intgerating out the matter fields and using the Hubbard-Stratonovich trick.
23As already mentioned before, we use the convention such that cB is always positive. In the zero

temperature limit, ξB(cB) reduces to cB . So, in this limit (4.6) reduces to

c
2
B = m

2
B −

b4

4π
cB +

(

λ2
B

4
+

b6

32π2

)

c
2
B .
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4.2 Thermal four-point function of fundamental scalars

In the zero-temperature theory, the connected scalar four-point function was computed

previously in the literature (see, e.g., [7, 17]). In [7], the authors computed the connected

scalar four-point function in the massless regular boson theory. On the other hand, in the

case of massive regular boson theory as given by the action (4.1), the off-shell connected

scalar four-point function was computed in [17], at zero temperature. In this section,

we generalize these computations to the finite temperature for the massive theory. We

closely follow the procedure given in [17] 24 to do the computation of four-point function of

scalars. The corresponding Schwinger-Dyson equations that we need to solve are the same

as given in [17] (for the relevant Schwinger-Dyson equations see (D.7) and (D.8) 25, and

for the diagrams see Fig.7,8 and 9 26). Here, we generalize these computations to the finite

temperature by taking into account the effect of holonomy. In the Appendix D, we present

the details of the computation and discuss about the relevant modifications we need to do,

because of the holonomy, in the methods of computations given in [17]. In this subsection

we present the finite temperature results of the off-shell four-point function of fundamental

scalars.

Following [7, 17], we define the exact, connected off-shell scalar four-point function by

〈φi(p+ q)φ̄j(−(k + q))φm(k)φ̄n(−p)〉 = Aim
jn (p, k, q) (2π)

3δ(3)(0) . (4.7)

Here, we have explicitly shown the color indices of the scalar fields. Without loss of general-

ity, we choose the color contractions to be δinδ
m
j (terms with other possible color contractions

are related to this by the permutation of momenta) [7, 17]; so, we consider 27

Aim
jn (p, k, q) = A(p, k, q) δinδ

m
j . (4.8)

Following [17] and including the finite temperature effects as discussed in the Appendix D,

we compute A(p, k, q) in the choice of the overall external momenta q± = 0, by solving the

Schwinger-Dyson equation given in Fig.7. The final result for A(p, k, q) is (see (D.20) or

equivalently (D.29))

NBA(~p,~k, q3) =
HB(a(ps), q3)

HB(a(ks), q3)

{
(4πiλBq3)

(p + k)−
(p − k)−

+ j(q3)

}
, (4.9)

where, HB(z, q3) is given by (A.5) and a(ps) = +
√
p2s + c2B . The function j(q3) is given by

j(q3)

4πiλBq3
=

4πiλBq3(HB(cB , q3)−HB(∞, q3)) + b̃4(HB(cB , q3) +HB(∞, q3))

4πiλBq3(HB(cB , q3) +HB(∞, q3)) + b̃4(HB(cB , q3)−HB(∞, q3))
, (4.10)

where, b̃4 is given by (D.4). An alternative and simplified form of j(q3) is given by (D.28).

In the zero temperature limit, this matches with the existing results given in [17]. We

use the result (4.9) to compute the correlation functions of gauge invariant, single trace

operators of different spin.

24For details of their method, see section 3.1 and appendix D of [17].
25Or, see e.g. equation 4.6 of [17].
26Or, see figure 5 and figure 4 of [17].
27A(p, k, q) here is the same as the quantity V (p, k, q) in [17] but now at finite temperature. We use a

different symbol to avoid the notational clash with the rest of the paper.
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4.3 Case I: Spin zero

In the regular boson theory that we study here, there is a gauge invariant, single trace, spin

0 operator given by JB
0 (x) = φ̄(x)φ(x). In the momentum space, this takes the follwing

form

JB
0 (−q) =

∫ D3
Bk

(2π)3
φ̄(−(k + q)) φ(k) . (4.11)

4.3.1 Exact insertion vertex

To compute the correlators involving JB
0 , we need the exact JB

0 insertion vertex which is

defined as

〈JB
0 (−q)φ(k)φ̄(p)〉 = V B

0 (k, q) (2π)3δ(3)(p+ k + q) . (4.12)

=

k

q
+×

k

q ×
p

k

q

Figure 3. Exact vertices 〈JB

(s)φφ̄〉. The circled cross denotes an insertion of an exact vertex, the

bare cross denotes the insertion vertex in the ‘free’ theory. The filled circle denotes the exact scalar

propagator. And the elliptic blob denotes the exact scalar four-point function.

From (4.11), we see that the JB
0 insertion in the ‘free’ theory is V B

0,free(k, q) = 1. We

work in the momentum q± = 0. The exact JB
0 insertion vertex is shown in Fig.3. In

mathematical form, this is given by

V B
0 (k, q) = 1 +NB

∫ D3
Bp

(2π)3
A(~p,~k, q3)

(p23 + a2(ps))((p3 + q3)2 + a2(ps))
, (4.13)

where, a(ps) = +
√
p2s + c2B . The factor NB in the second term on the RHS of (4.13) comes

from the color trace in the loop. It is useful to break the momentum integration measure

as D3
Bp = psdpsdθpDBp3 where, ps is the radial momentum in the lightcone plane and θp

is the angular direction in that plane. DBp3 is the integration measure for the momentum

component p3 taking into account the effect of holonomy as given in (2.6). Doing the

integration over the momenta p3, we get

V B
0 (k, q) = 1 +NB

∫
d2~p

(2π)2
χB(a(ps))A(~p,~k, q3)

a(ps)(p
2
3 + a2(ps))

. (4.14)
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Using the definition (A.5) and the explicit expression of A(~p,~k, q3) given by (4.9) and

simplifying, we get,

V B
0 (k, q) = 1 +

[
1

2H(a(ks), q3)

∫ ∞

0
ps(∂psH(a(ps), q3))

∫ 2π

0

dθp
2π

{
(p+ k)−
(p− k)−

+
j(q3)

4πiλBq3

}]
.

(4.15)

Performing the angular integral, we get

V B
0 (k, q) = 1 +

[
1

2H(a(ks), q3)

∫ ∞

0
ps(∂psH(a(ps), q3))

{
2Θ(ps − ks)− 1 +

j(q3)

4πiλBq3

}]
.

(4.16)

Finally, performing the radial integral and simplifying further, we find

V B
0 (k, q) =

1
2

( j(q3)
4πiλBq3

+ 1
)
H(∞, q3)− 1

2

( j(q3)
4πiλBq3

− 1
)
H(cB , q3)

H(a(ks), q3)
. (4.17)

For later convenience, we label the numerator on the RHS of (4.17) by the symbol Ṽ (q3),

in terms of which (4.17) takes the following form

V B
0 (k, q) =

Ṽ (q3)

H(a(ks), q3)
. (4.18)

4.3.2 Two-point function

As in the case of fermions described in subsubsection 3.3.2, the two-point function for the

spin zero operator JB
0 is computed by evaluating the Feynman diagram shown in Fig.4.

To compute the two-point function 〈JB
0 (q′)JB

0 (q)〉, a single exact insertion vertex JB
0 (q′) is

required to account for all the perturbative Feynman diagrams without any overcounting.

We choose the insertion at the left in Fig.4 as the exact vertex. Insertion on right side in

⊗ ×
q

J0 J0

Figure 4. Diagram contributing to two-point function 〈J0(−q)J0(q)〉. The filled circle denotes the

exact scalar propagator.

Fig.4 is the ‘free’ insertion vertex which we define as follows :

〈JB
0 (−q)φ(k)φ̄(p)〉 = UB

0 (k, q) (2π)3δ(3)(p+ k + q) . (4.19)
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From the definition of JB
0 (q) operator in (3.12), it follows that UB

0 (k, q) = 1. We define the

two-point correlation function of JB
0 operator as

〈JB
0 (q′)JB

0 (q)〉 = GB
0 (q) (2π)3δ(3)(q′ + q) . (4.20)

From the definition of the JB
0 , it follows that the other ‘free‘ insertion vertex is UB

0 (k, q) = 1.

We now have all the building blocks to compute the 〈JB
0 J

B
0 〉 correlator. As discussed before,

we compute the diagram shown in Fig.4, which translates to equation as

GB
0 (q) = NB

∫ D3
Bk

(2π)3
V B
0 (k, q)UB

0 (k + q,−q)
(k2 + c2B)((k + q)2 + c2B)

. (4.21)

Working in the case q± = 0, and inserting the expressions for V B
0 and UB

0 , we find

GB
0 (q) = NBṼ (q3)

∫ D3
Bk

(2π)3
1

(k23 + a2(ps))((k3 + q3)2 + a2(ps))H(a(ks), q3)
. (4.22)

The crucial fact is that the above momentum integral (4.22) can be carried out analytically.

As before, we choose to separate the above integral as an integral over the radial momentum

ks =
√
k21 + k22 =

√
2k+k− , and an integral over an angular variable θk. It is convenient

to perform the k3 integral first, which can be carried out using the integration result (A.3).

The angular integral in (4.22) contributes unity. Once these two integrals are performed,

finally, the integration over radial momentum ks can also be performed. By changing the

integration variable ks to another variable a(ks) = +
√
k2s + c2B , the integrand in the radial

integral can be written as a total derivative w.r.t. the variable a(ks). Thus the remaining

integral can be carried out completely and the final result (inserting back the explicit form of

Ṽ (q3)) for the 〈JB
0 J

B
0 〉 two-point function in the regular boson theory at finite temperature

is

GB
0 (q) = − NB

4πiλBq3

(
HB(cB ,q3)+HB(∞,q3)
HB(cB ,q3)−HB(∞,q3)

)
+ b̃4

. (4.23)

4.4 Case II: Spin one

The regular boson theory that we study here, has a global U(1) symmetry and the corre-

sponding conserved spin 1 current is

JB
µ (x) = i

[
(Dµφ̄)φ− φ̄(Dµφ)

]
. (4.24)

In the momentum space, the JB
µ can be written as

Jµ(−q) =
∫

k

(2k + q)µ φ̄(−(k + q)) φ(k) − 2

∫

p,k

φ̄(p) Aµ(−(p + k + q) φ(k) . (4.25)

4.4.1 Exact insertion vertex

In this subsection we compute the exact JB
µ insertion vertex which is one of the building

blocks for computing the corresponding correlators. We define the exact JB
µ insertion vertex

by

〈JB
µ (−q)φ(k)φ̄(p)〉 = V B

(µ)(k, q) (2π)
3 δ(3)(p+ k + q) . (4.26)
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The exact insertion vertex is diagramatically shown in Fig.3, by a circled cross. The inser-

tion denoted by a bare cross is understood to be the insertion vertex in the ‘free’ theory.

In equation, V B
(µ)(k, q) is given by

V B
(µ)(k, q) = V B

(µ),free(k, q) +NB

∫ D3
Bp

(2π)3

[
SB(p+ k)V B

(µ),free(p, q)SB(p)A(p, k, q)

]
, (4.27)

where, SB(k) is the exact scalar propagator given by (4.5) and A(p, k, q) is the thermal

scalar 4-point function which in the ‘lightcone kinematics’ (q± = 0), is given by (4.9).

Substituting the exact scalar propagator we write this in a more convenient from as

V B
(µ)(k, q) = V B

(µ),free(k, q) +NB

∫ D3
Bp

(2π)3

V B
(µ),free(p, q)A(p, k, q)

(p2 + c2B)((p + q)2 + c2B)
, (4.28)

To perform the integral in (4.28), we need V B
(µ),free(k, q), which can be easily read from the

definition of JB
µ current given in (4.25).

In this paper the explicit computations are performed in the lightcone gauge A− = 0

and with the external momenta q± = 0. For the moment, we will be interested in the

computation of exact JB
− vertex. It follows from (4.25) that V B

(−),free(k, q) = 2k−. From

(4.28), it follows that

V B
(−)(k, q) = 2k− +NB

∫ D3
Bp

(2π)3
(2p−)A(~p,~k, q3)

(p2 + c2B)((p + q)2 + c2B)
. (4.29)

To perform the momentum space integral we follow the same procedure as in the case of V B
0 .

We perform the intgeral over p3 first and then carry out the angular integral by inserting

the explicit form of A(~p,~k, q3) to reduce into an one-dimensional integral over the radial

momenta ps. Interestingly enough, it is noted that the radial momenta integral can also be

carried out analytically by writing the corresponding integrand as a total derivative w.r.t.

the reduced integration variable a(ps) = +
√
p2s + c2B . Performing the integral, we find the

final result for the exact JB
− insertion vertex as

V B
(−)(k, q) = 2k−

HB(∞, q3)

HB(a(ks), q3)
. (4.30)

4.4.2 Two-point function

In this subsubsection, we compute the 〈J−J+〉 two-point correlator. The corresponding

feynman diagram is shown in Fig.5. As mentioned before, we choose the insertion at the

left of the digram to be the exact vertex which in our present case is the the exact JB
−

vertex. The remaining thing is to compute the contribution from the insertion on the right

side. To keep a distinction, we define the insertion on the right to be

〈JB
ν (−q)φ(k)φ̄(p)〉 = UB

(ν)(k, q) (2π)
3 δ(3)(p+ k + q) . (4.31)

To compute the two-point function 〈JB
− J

B
+ 〉, we need the ‘free’ JB

+ insertion vertex. From

the definition (4.25), it is clear that the ‘bare’ insertion UB
(+)(k, q) has one insertion without
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⊗
q

J (s) J (s)

Figure 5. Schematic diagram contributing to two-point function 〈J (s)(−q)J (s)(q)〉 for spin s > 0.

The filled circles denote the exact scalar propagator.

q

k ×
q

k ×
q

k ×

Figure 6. Diagrams with nonzero contributions to the ‘bare’ vertex UB

(+) which is the boxed cross

on the RHS in Fig.5. The filled circle denotes the exact scalar propagator. The loop momentum in

the last two digrams is ℓ.

the gauge field i.e., the first term and the one involving the gauge field which is the second

term; diagramatically, these are shown in Fig.6. Summing the diagrams in Fig.6, total

non-zero contribution to the ‘bare’ insertion vertex UB
(+) is given by

UB
(+)(k, q) = 2k+ − 4πλBǫ+−ρq

ρ

∫ D3
Bℓ

(2π)3
SB(ℓ)

(ℓ− k)−
. (4.32)

Here SB(ℓ) is the exact scalar propagator given by (4.5). Performing the angular integral,

the integral over ℓ3 and finally performing the radial integral over ℓs (also using the fact

that ǫ+−ρ = iδρ3), we get

UB
(+)(k, q) = 2k+ +

iλBq3
k−

[
ξB(a(ks))− ξB(cB)

]
, (4.33)

where, the function ξB(z) is given by (A.1).

We are now all set to compute the two-point function of the spin-one current operator.

We define the two-point function 〈JB
µ (−q)JB

ν (q)〉 as

〈JB
µ (q′)JB

ν (q)〉 = GB
µν(q) (2π)

3δ(3)(q′ + q) . (4.34)

Diagramatically, this is shown in Fig.5. In equation, it is given by

GB
µν(q) = NB

∫ D3
Bk

(2π)3

[
SB(k + q)V B

(µ)(k, q)SB(k)U
B
(ν)(k + q,−q)

]
, (4.35)

where, SB(k) is the exact scalar field propagator given by (4.5). Explicitly, we write this as

GB
µν(q) = NB

∫ D3
Bk

(2π)3

V B
(µ)(k, q) U

B
(ν)(k + q,−q)

(k2 + c2B)((k + q)2 + c2B)
. (4.36)
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As we are working in the case of external momenta q± = 0, and in A− = 0 gauge, the

non-trivial component in this case is (µν) ≡ (−+) component. In this case, substituting

the expressions (4.30) and (4.33), we find

GB
−+(q) = NB

∫ D3
Bk

(2π)3
(2k−)

HB(∞, q3)

HB(a(ks), q3)

2k+ − iλBq3
k−

[
ξB(a(ks))− ξB(cB)

]

(k23 + a2(ks))((k3 + q3)2 + a2(ks))
. (4.37)

The interesting fact is that the momentum integral here in (4.37) can be carried out com-

pletely analytically. We first perform the intgeration over the momentum component k3
by using the result (C.4). For the integrations in the lightcone plane, we use the polar

coordinates to write the integration effectively as an integration over a radial momentum

ks and an integration over an angular variable θk. The angular integral in this case is trivial

and contributes unity. Doing these, the integration in (4.37) is reduced to an integration

over a single variable ks. The ks intgeral can be performed analytically. The intgrand can

be written as a total derivative of the reduced variable a(ks) = +
√
k2s + c2B ≡ z, and so

carrying out the radial integral, the final result for 〈J−J+〉 is given by

GB
−+(q) = lim

Λ→∞

[
iNBq3
16πλB

(
1 +

4c2B
q23

)[
HB(Λ, q3)

HB(cB , q3)
− 1

]
− NBξB(cB)

4π
+
NBξB(Λ)

4π

]
(4.38)

where, Λ is the UV cut-off in the radial momenta. The term ξB(Λ → ∞) is a pure

divergent term. We regularize this answer by dropping this linearly divergent piece 28, the

renormalized two-point function 〈JB
− J

B
+ 〉, upto the momentum conserving delta function,

is given by

GB
−+(q) =

iNBq3
16πλB

(
1 +

4c2B
q23

)[
HB(∞, q3)

HB(cB , q3)
− 1

]
− NBξB(cB)

4π
(4.39)

As discussed in [32] (see e.g. around equation 80 of [32]), the two-point correlator of the

U(1) current (4.24) is 〈JB
µ J

B
ν 〉 − 2δµν〈φ̄φ〉. We report the relevant result by taking the

contribution of 〈φ̄φ〉 into account in subsubsection 5.2.3.

5 Analysis of results

In this section we analyze the results that we have obtained in this paper along with studying

various limiting cases.

5.1 Fermionic result

As discussed above in details, we have studied in this paper the massive regular fermions

coupled to Chern-Simons theory at finite temperature with arbitrary holonomy distribution.

Below we summarize the result and analyze the different relevant structures of the results.

28This can be removed by using dimensional regularization in the integration over ks [62]. This can also

be done by turning on the mass counterterm for the background source which couples to the current Jµ [7].
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5.1.1 Two-point correlator of spin 0 operator :

The final result for 〈JF
0 (−q)JF

0 (q)〉 is given in (3.40) and is rewritten below

GF
0 (q) =

NF |q3|
4πλF

cot

[
2λF |q3|

∫ ∞

cF

dw χF (w)

q23 + 4w2
− sgn(hF ) tan

−1 |q3|
2cF

]
+
NFmF

2πλF
, (5.1)

where, χF (w) is given by (2.9) and sgn(hF ) is defined around (3.10) (at zero temperature,

sgn(hF ) effectively reduces to sgn(mF )). This result is general and is valid in the general

case of massive theory at finite temperature. Interestingly, (5.1) is even in q3. From the

corresponding CFT results [9] 29, we know that the two point function of spin zero scalar

‘current’ operator is even in the general momentum q. The spin zero operator is even

under parity in the corresponding CFT [9], and it is unlikely that the finite temperature

effects will break that structure. Assuming this to be true, we ‘covariantize’ the result (5.1)

by replacing |q3| with corresponding ‘SO(3) rotation-invariant’ generalization, i.e., with

|q| = +
√
q21 + q22 + q23

30. The corresponding ‘covariant’ generalization is given below

GF
0 (q) =

NF |q|
4πλF

cot

[
2λF |q|

∫ ∞

cF

dw χF (w)

q2 + 4w2
− sgn(hF ) tan

−1 |q|
2cF

]
+
NFmF

2πλF
, (5.2)

We now study various limiting cases of this result and check that it matches with the

existing previous results.

Zero temperature and zero mass

We start with the simplest possible limiting case, i.e., the case when both temperature and

fermion bare mass parameter mF is zero. In this case, the effect of holonomy vanishes and

it is clear from (2.9) that in the zero temperature limit, χF (w) = 1. Also from the gap

equation (3.10) we see that in this case cF also vanishes; that is, there is no self energy

correction to the pole mass cF in the corresponding CFT at zero temperature [1]. As bare

mass mF can have both possible signs, we choose to take the mass goes to zero limit from

the side in which sgn(mF ) = sgn(λF ), which is known to be dual to the unhiggsed phase

of bosonic theory. It follows from (5.1) or its ‘covariantized’ form (5.2), that the two-point

function of the scalar operator JF
0 in this limiting case takes the form

GF
0 (q) = −NF |q|

4πλF
tan

(
πλF
2

)
(5.3)

As expected, this result matches with the result in [9]. This provides a support to the

correctness of the computation performed in this paper.

29By corresponding CFT, we here mean the CFT from which one gets the massive theory that is being

studied in this paper by deforming it with relevant deformations.
30Strictly speaking, the external momentum component q3 is discrete at finite temperature. However, we

formally treat this like a continuous variable for the purpose of ‘covariantization’. Also the true rotation

symmetry is actually SO(2) in the spatial plane. We however formally write the ‘covariantized’ form by

replacing |q3| with +
√

q21 + q22 + q23 which reduces to |q3| in the choice q± = 0. The ‘covariantized’ results

are indeed the correct results obtained in this paper in the case q± = 0 in which case |q| should be thought

of as |q3|. It will be nice to have a direct independent computation without setting q± to zero to check if

this is indeed the case.
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Zero temperature and nonzero mass

In this case, as before the effect of holonomy vanishes implying χF (w) = 1. The integral in

the argument of cotangent in (5.2) can be performed easily in this situation and the final

result is given by

GF
0 (q) =

NF |q|
4πλF

cot

[
(λF − sgn(mF )) tan

−1 |q|
2cF

]
+
NFmF

2πλF
. (5.4)

Nonzero temperature and zero mass

This is the case, when the effect of holonomy becomes non-trivial. The existing result in this

case [80] is only in the case when the holonomy takes the universal table-top distribution

form, i.e., ρF (α) = Θ(π|λF |−|α|)
2π|λF | . Performing the integral over the holonomy with this

particular distribution, we get

χF (w) =
i

π|λF |
[
log cosh

(βw − iπ|λF |
2

)
− log cosh

(βw + iπ|λF |
2

)]
. (5.5)

Similar to the zero temperature case discussed above, when the bare mass of the fermion

is zero, the theory is dual to the bosonic scalar theory for which sgn(hF ) = sgn(λF ). The

final result of the two-point function of spin zero operator JF
0 in the thermal CFT in the

‘covariantized’ form is given by

GF
0 (q) =

NF |q|
4πλF

cot

[
2λF |q|

∫ ∞

cF

dw χF (w)

q2 + 4w2
− sgn(λF ) tan

−1 |q|
2cF

]
. (5.6)

where, cF is computed from the gap equation (3.10) by using the fact that mF = 0 and

using (5.12). χF (w) in this case is given by (5.5). In the special choice of external momenta

q = (0, 0, q3), the result (5.6) agrees with [80].

5.1.2 Two-point correlator of spin 1 current :

The final result for spin 1 current two point function 〈JF
−J

F
+ 〉 is given by (3.55). We rewrite

this result below by using the fact that hF (cF ) = sgn(hF )cF (this follows from the gap

equation (3.10)) and the explicit form of HF (z, q3). It takes the following form 31

GF
−+(q) =

iNF q3
16πλF

(
1 +

2isgn(hF )cF
q3

)2[
exp

(
4iλF q3

∫ ∞

cF

dw χF (w)

q23 + 4w2

)
− 1

]
− NF ξF (cF )

4π
.

(5.9)

31This does not have a definite even/odd property under q3 → −q3. However, this can formally be written

as a sum of the even and odd parts, i.e., GF
−+(q) = GF,even

−+ (q) + GF,odd

−+ (q), where, GF,even
−+ (−q) = GF,even

−+ (q)

and GF,odd

−+ (−q) = −GF,odd

−+ (q). In this footnote, we propose to formally write the possible ‘covariantized

form’ of the correlator by replacing |q3| with |q| = +
√

q21 + q22 + q23 as (also see footnote 30 for a related

clarification)

GF,even
µν (q) =

[ NF

16πλF

(

1−
4c2F
q2

)

sin
(

4λF |q|AF

)

+
NF sgn(hF )cF

4πλF |q|

(

cos(4λF |q|AF )−1
)

+
NF ξF (cF )

4π|q|

]qµqν − δµνq
2

|q|
,

(5.7)

and

GF,odd

µν (q) =
NF

8πλF q2

[

(q2 − 4c2F ) sin
2 (2λF |q|AF

)

+ 2sgn(hF )cF |q| sin
(

4λF |q|AF

)

]

ǫµνρq
ρ
, (5.8)
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Below we study limiting cases of this result and verify with the existing results.

Zero temperature and zero mass

As already discussed in the spin zero case, in the zero temperature limit, χF (w) = 1 and

so, the integral appearing in the exponential in (5.9) can be performed exactly. Also as

discussed before, the pole mass cF vanishes in this case. Using these and the fact that

mF = 0 in this case, we get

GF
−+(q) =

iNF q3
16πλF

[
eπiλF sgn(q3) − 1

]
. (5.10)

This exactly matches with the corresponding CFT results at zero temperature reported in

[9] 32.

Zero temperature and nonzero mass

In this limiting case, the effect of holonomy goes away. As mentioned before, in the zero

temperature limit χF (w) equals to unity and the integral appearing in the exponential in

(5.9) can be performed exactly. Keeping finite nonzero bare mass mF , in this case the result

(5.9) reduces to

GF
−+(q) =

iNF q3
16πλF

(
1 +

2icF sgn(mF )

q3

)2 [
e
2iλF tan−1

(
q3
2cF

)
− 1

]
− NF cF

4π
, (5.11)

where, cF is the fermionic pole mass determined from the gap equation (3.10) at zero

temperature which gives cF = mF

sgn(mF )−λF
. This exactly matches with the results of

[32, 85].

Nonzero temperature and zero mass

As discussed before, at finite temperature the effects of holonomy becomes non-trivial. The

result in (5.9) is valid for any arbitrary holonomy distribution. In the specific case of table-

top holonomy ρF (α) = Θ(π|λF |−|α|)
2π|λF | , as used in [32, 80], the final result is given by (5.9),

where χF (w) is now given by (5.5). ξF (cF ) in this case is given by (A.2) with the table-top

holonomy distribution, i.e.,

ξF (cF ) =
1

2π|λF |β

∫ π|λF |

−π|λF |
dα

(
ln 2 cosh

(βcF + iα

2

)
+ ln 2 cosh

(βcF − iα

2

))
. (5.12)

The results of the holonomy integral above are in terms of the dilogarithm functions as

given, e.g., in [10, 32, 80].

where, in the above two expressions AF =
∫ ∞

cF

dw χF (w)

q2+4w2 . It would be nice to have a direct independent

check if this is indeed the correct form of GF
µν(q) without choosing q± = 0. Similar arguments apply for

the correlator of spin one current in the bosonic case as given in (5.32). The author would like to thank S.

Minwalla for asking a question about this.
32As discussed in [9], this result can be separated into parity even and parity odd parts. And in this case,

the covariantized form of the parity even part is given by NF

16
sin(πλF )

πλF

qµqν−δµνq2

|q|
as reported in [9]. The

parity odd part can come from a contact term proportional to ǫµνρq
ρ [9] (see discussion around equation

35 of [9]).
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5.2 Bosonic result

We have studied in this paper the bosonic theory as well. We have considered the massive

regular bosonic matter theory coupled to SU(NB) Chern-Simons theory at finite temper-

ature with arbitrary holonomy distribution. We have computed various correlators which

we summarize below considering several limiting cases as well and check that it agrees with

the existing results in limiting cases.

5.2.1 Two-point correlator spin 0 operator :

The final result for the renormalized two point function of single trace, spin zero operator

JB
0 in the regular boson theory is given by (4.23) which we rewrite below to analyze this

result further.

GB
0 (q) =

NB

4πλBq3 cot
(
2λBq3

∫∞
cB

dw χB(w)
q23+4w2

)
− b̃4

, (5.13)

where, b̃4 is given by (D.4) and thermal mass cB is given by (4.6). First of all, it is easy

to see that this result is even under q3 → −q3 (we have also seen the same property in the

fermionic result in (5.1)). As described in the JF
0 case (see footnote 30), we ‘covariantize’

this result by replacing |q3| with |q| = +
√
q21 + q22 + q23 . The ‘covariantized’ form of this

result is given by

GB
0 (q) =

NB

4πλB |q| cot
(
2λB |q|

∫∞
cB

dw χB(w)
q2+4w2

)
− b̃4

. (5.14)

Zero temperature and zero mass

Let us consider the simple case of zero temperature and zero bare mass mB = 0. In the

zero temperature limit χB(w) = 1 and ξB(w) = w. In this case, the pole mass of the

scalar obtained by solving (4.6). The integration appearing in the argument of (5.14) can

be performed explicitly in case of zero temperature. The final result in this case is given by

GB
0 (q) =

NB

4πλB |q| cot
(
λB tan−1

( |q|
2cB

))
− b̃4

. (5.15)

Solving (4.6), in this case, one finds the pole mass cB = 0. It follows that with nonzero

quartic coupling b4, the two-point function of the scalar operator in this case is given by

GB
0 (q) =

NB

4πλB |q| cot
(
πλB

2

)
+ b4

. (5.16)

This agrees with the results of [7] (see e.g. equation 66 of [7]). In the special case when b4
is zero, (5.16) reduces to

GB
0 (q) =

NB

4πλB |q|
tan

(πλB
2

)
. (5.17)

This result exactly matches with the one given in [7] (see e.g. equation 35 of [7]).
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Zero temperature and nonzero mass

As discussed above, at zero temperature the effect of holonomy disappears. As the bare

mass mB is nonzero, the pole mass cB in this case is nonzero and is obtained by solving

the gap equation (4.6) at zero temperature in which case ξB(cB) = cB . The two-point

correlator of JB
0 operator in this case is given by

GB
0 (q) =

NB

4πλB |q| cot
(
λB tan−1

( |q|
2cB

))
− b̃4

. (5.18)

Nonzero temperature and zero mass

In this case, the non-trivial effects of holonomy becomes important. The result that we

have given in (5.14) is valid for any arbitrary holonomy distribution. In the case of specific

table-top holonomy ρB(α) = Θ(π|λB |−|α|)
2π|λB | , ρB(α), as discussed in [80], the final result is

given by (5.14), where χB(w) is now given by

χB(w) =
i

π|λB |
[
log sinh

(βw − iπ|λB |
2

)
− log sinh

(βw + iπ|λB |
2

)]
. (5.19)

ξB(cB) in this case is given by (A.1) with the table-top holonomy distribution. This can

be written as

ξB(cB) =
1

2π|λB |β

∫ π|λB |

−π|λB|
dα

(
ln 2 sinh

(βcB + iα

2

)
+ ln 2 sinh

(βcB − iα

2

))
, (5.20)

and the results of the holonomy integral are in terms of the dilogarithm functions as given,

e.g., in [10, 80].

5.2.2 Critical theory limit

One of our goal in this paper is to check the conjectured bose-fermi duality. In this paper,

we have studied the regular fermionic matter coupled to Chern-Simons theory which is

conjectured to be dual to the critical bosons coupled to Chern-Simons theory. There is a

calculational evidence of this conjectured duality from explicit computations of the thermal

free energies on both sides of this duality. To check the duality of the two-point functions of

gauge invariant operators, i.e., to match with the regular fermionic theory, we need to have

the corresponding results in the critical bosonic theory. The ‘critical’ limit of the theory is

defined [7, 9, 17] by taking b4 → ∞ and m2
B → ∞ with

4πm2
B

b4
= mcri

B and b6 kept fixed.

The action for the critical theory can be obtained from the action (4.1) of the regular boson

theory, by introducing a Hubbard-Stratonovich field σB , and taking the critical limit (we

set b6 = 0) [17]. The action in this case takes the form

SCB[A,φ, σB ] =
iκB
4π

∫
d3x ǫµνρ tr

(
Aµ∂νAρ −

2i

3
AµAνAρ

)

+

∫
d3x

(
(Dµφ̄)(D

µφ) + σB

(
φ̄φ+

NB

4π
mcri

B

))
.

(5.21)
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We restrict our attention here to the case when mcri
B > 0. In the critical boson theory,

the single trace scalar operator JB
0 is simply the Lagrange multiplier field σB . The first

term in the denominator of (5.14) is finite (here thermal mass cB is assumed to be finite),

however the second term is proportional to b4 which grows without limit in the critical

limit. However, we extract finite result by rescaling the JB
0 operator with b4

33 and define

a new operator

J̃B
0 =

b4
4πλB

JB
0 . (5.22)

Here, we have used the particlar normalization to exactly match its two-point function

with the dual result in the regular fermionic theory. We define the two-point function of

J̃B
0 operator by G̃B

0 upto the momentum conserving delta function, and so, we see that in

the critical boson theory,

G̃B

0 (q) = lim
b4→∞

(
b4

4πλB

)2

GB
0 (q) . (5.23)

Taking the critical limit, by sending b4 and m2
B to infinity while keeping their ratio fixed,

we find the two-point function of the operator J̃B
0 to be given by (we drop the contact term

NBb4
(4πλB)2

)

G̃B

0 (q) = −NB|q|
4πλB

cot
(
2λB |q|

∫ ∞

cB

dw χB(w)

q2 + 4w2

)
(5.24)

where, the thermal mass cB appearing in (5.24) has to be computed from (4.6) in the critical

limit which amounts to solving the gap equation ξB(cB) = mcri
B for a fixed mcri

B > 0.

Zero temperature and zero critical mass : As already mentioned above, in the zero

temperature limit as the holonomy becomes trivial, it is easy see that χB(w) = 1 and

ξB(w) = w. Thus, we can explicitly perform the integral appearing in the argument of

(5.24). Also in this case, as the critical mass is zero, i.e., mcri
B = 0, so, we see that the pole

mass cB vanishes. In this case, (5.24) reduces to

G̃B

0 (q) = −NB |q|
4πλB

cot
(πλB

2

)
(5.25)

This result matches with the existing results [7] in this limiting case.

Zero temperature and nonzero critical mass : This is similar to the above case with

only difference being that in this case the pole mass is non zero, and is given by cB = mcri
B .

So, from (5.24) it follows that the final result in this case is

G̃B

0 (q) = −NB |q|
4πλB

cot
[
λB tan−1

( |q|
2cB

)]
(5.26)

33The scaling is feasible, because in the corresponding CFT theory, the scaling dimension of the JB
0

operator in the regular bosonic theory is 1 in leading order in NB whereas, in the critical boson theory, the

scaling dimension of the corresponding primary operator is 2.
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Nonzero temperature and zero critical mass : Taking into account the effect of

holonomy, in this case, χB(w) is not simply unity but is given by (2.7). The result (5.24) is

valid for arbitrary holonomy distribution. In the specific case of table-top holonomy, (2.7)

reduces to (5.19). So, in this case, the result is (5.24) where, χB is now given by (5.19) and

the thermal mass cB is determined from the gap equation ξB(cB) = 0, where, the function

ξB(cB) is now given by (5.20).

5.2.3 Two-point correlator of spin 1 current :

In (4.39), we have given the result of the two-point function 〈JB
− J

B
+ 〉 of the U(1) current

(4.24). However, as discussed in [32] (see e.g. equation 80 of [32]), the gauge-invariant

correlator of U(1) currrent (4.24) is given by

〈JB
µ J

B
ν 〉 − 2δµν〈φ̄φ〉 (5.27)

There is an extra −2〈φ̄φ〉 term which contributes to the correlator of the U(1) current. The

contribution corresponding to this part (apart from the overall momentum conserving delta

function) is given by

− 2NB

∫ D3
Bℓ

(2π)3
1

ℓ2 + c2B
=
NBξB(cB)

2π
(5.28)

where, to obtain the RHS of (5.28) we have used the intgration result (C.3). We label the

correlator (5.27) of the U(1) current by (apart from the overall delta function) G̃B

µν , and so

we find that

G̃B

µν(p) = GB
µν(p) + δµν

NBξB(cB)

2π
(5.29)

where, GB
µν is defined by (4.34). The final result of the correlator G̃B

µν of the U(1) currrent

(its (−+) component) is 34

G̃B

−+(q) =
iNBq3
16πλB

(
1 +

4c2B
q23

)[
exp

(
4iλBq3

∫ ∞

cB

dw χB(w)

q23 + 4w2

)
− 1

]
+
NBξB(cB)

4π
(5.32)

It is worth mentioning at this point that, unlike the spin zero case, there is no explicit

appearance of the quartic and sextic coupling parameters b4 and b6 in the result (5.32)

except implicitly through the thermal mass cB given by (4.6). So, this result is unchanged

also in the critical boson theory except in the critical boson theory the gap equation of the

thermal mass cB is given by ξB(cB) = mcri
B . Below, we analyze various limiting cases of the

above result (5.32).

34Following footnotes 30 and 31, a possible ‘covariantized’ form can be written formally as G̃
B

µν(q) =

G̃
B,even

µν (q) + G̃
B,odd

µν (q), where,

G̃
B,even

µν (q) =
[ NB

16πλB

(

1 +
4c2B
q2

)

sin
(

4λB |q|AB

)

−
NBξB(cB)

4π|q|

]qµqν − δµνq
2

|q|
, (5.30)

and

G̃
B,odd

µν (q) =
NB

8πλB

(

1 +
4c2B
q2

)

sin2
(

2λB |q|AB

)

ǫµνρq
ρ
, (5.31)

where, in the above two expressions, AB =
∫∞

cB

dw χB(w)

q2+4w2 . It would be nice to have a direct independent

check if this is indeed the correct form of G̃
B

µν(q).
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Zero temperature and zero mass

In the zero temperature and massless limit, mB = 0, the pole mass cB vanishes. So, in this

limit, we have

G̃B

−+(q) =
iNBq3
16πλB

[
eπiλBsgn(q3) − 1

]
(5.33)

This exactly matches with the zero temperature results at zero bare mass reported in [7]

(see equation 44 of [7]) 35.

Zero temperature and nonzero mass

At zero temperature, the contribution of holonomy vanishes which implies χB(w) = 1 and

ξB(z) = z. The integral appearing in (5.32) can be performed explicitly and the result is

G̃B

−+(q) =
iNBq3
16πλB

(
1 +

4c2B
q23

)[
exp

(
2iλB tan−1 q3

2cB

)
− 1

]
− NBcB

4π
(5.34)

This exactly agrees with the results [85].

Nonzero temperature and zero mass

At nonzero temperature the holonomy contribution becomes non-trivial. The result (5.32)

is valid for an arbitrary holonomy distribution function. In the specific case of tabletop

holonomy ρB(α) =
Θ(π|λB|−|α|)

2π|λB| , the final result for G̃B
−+ is given by (5.32), where χB(w) is

now given by (5.19) and the thermal mass cB is determined from (4.6) where ξB(cB) is now

given by ξB(cB).

6 Check of duality

As already mentioned before, one of our goal in this paper is to check the bose-fermi

duality at the level of correlation functions. In this section, we explicitly check the duality

between the results that we have obtained in this paper both in the fermionic and in the

bosonic theory. We check the dualities between the general results that we have got in the

case of massive Chern-Simons matter theory at finite temperature with arbitrary holonomy

distribution function. As mentioned in the introduction, the massive regular fermionic

theory which is conjecturally dual to the massive critical bosonic theory. Below we list

down the parameter map which is required to explicitly show that the results are dual to

each other.

35As in the case of fermions, this result can be separated into parity even and parity odd parts as discussed

in [7]. The covariantized form of the parity even part in this case is given by NB

16
sin(πλB)

πλB

qµqν−δµνq2

|q|
.
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6.1 Duality map :

The large N ’t Hooft couplings λF = NF

κF
, λB = NB

κB
, the holonomies ρ(α) and the exact

thermal masses cF /cB , under duality, are mapped via

λF = λB − sgn(λB) , κF = −κB , cF = cB ,

λFρF (π − α) = λBρB(α)−
sgn(λB)

2π
.

(6.1)

In the present case cF is the thermal mass of the regular boson theory, determined by the

gap equation (3.10). The gap equation for the critical bosonic scalar theory is determined

from ξB(cB) = mcri
B

36. The map between the UV parameters of the two theories in this

case is given by mF = −λBmcri
B . It follows from the definitions of χB(z) and χF (z) as

given in (2.7) and (2.9), 37

λFχF (z) = λBχB(z)− sgn(λB) (6.2)

Using the definition ξ(z) =
∫ z
χ(w)dw, we can rewrite the above equation in terms of the

duality map of ξ(z) as below

λF ξF (z) = λBξB(z)− sgn(λB)z (6.3)

From the fermionic mass gap equation (3.10), we can write the fermionic mass mF in terms

of the bosonic variables as

mF =
(
1− η

)
sgn(λB)cB − λBξB(cB) (6.4)

where, we have used the definition η = sgn(hFλF )
38. The parameter η can have two

possible values [62]. In the case of η = +1, the dual theory in the bosonic side is the scalar

theory in the unhiggsed phase, in which case, we get

mF = −λBξB(cB) (6.5)

However, we will not always write the maps between the bare parameters, instead use the

map between the thermal masses, i.e., cF = cB . As we have considered the bosonic scalar

theory (4.1) in the paper, we will use the choice η = +1 to compare with the results in the

bosonic theory. On the other hand, we use η = −1 to predict the corresponding results for

the critical boson theory in the Higgsed phase.

6.2 For spin 0 :

We dualize the result of two-point correlator of spin zero operator JF
0 given by (5.2) in

terms of the bosonic variables. Using duality map (6.1) and (6.2), we rewrite (5.2) in terms

36In the critical limit i.e., in the limit b4 → ∞, m2
B → ∞ with

4πm2

B

b4
= mcri

B and b6 fixed, it follows from

the gap equation (4.6) that mcri

B = ξB(cB).
37In the zero temperature limit (β → ∞), this reduces to the familiar expression λF = λB − sgn(λB).
38Also we use the fact that sgn(λF ) = −sgn(λB).
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of bosonic variables as

GF
0 (q) = −NB |q|

4πλB
cot

[
2λB |q|

∫ ∞

cB

dw χB(w)

q2 + 4w2
− (1− η)sgn(λB) tan

−1 |q|
2cB

]

+
NBξB(cB)

2π
− (1− η)

NBcB
2π|λB |

.

(6.6)

Depending upon the two possible values η = ±1, there are two cases. The regular fermionic

theory is dual to the critical boson theory in the unHiggsed phase when η = +1. On the

other hand, in the case of η = −1, the regular fermionic theory is dual to the critical bosonic

theory in the Higgsed phase (this is the case when mcri
B < 0) (for details about this see [62]).

6.2.1 Duality check in the unhiggsed phase of critical bosons:

As mentioned above, in the unhiggsed phase, η = +1. This implies that the fermionic result

GuH
0 (q) = −NB |q|

4πλB
cot

[
2λB |q|

∫ ∞

cB

dw χB(w)

q2 + 4w2

]
+
NBξB(cB)

2π
. (6.7)

This matches with the result of two-point correlator of spin zero operator in the critical

boson theory given by (5.24) upto contact terms. Thus, we see that under duality, JF
0 maps

to JB
0 (more precisely to J̃B

0 given in (5.22)) 39.

6.2.2 Prediction for the higgsed phase of critical bosons:

In the higgsed phase, on the other hand, η = −1. So, the predicted answer of the two-point

correlator of single trace, spin zero ‘scalar’ current JH
0 in the higgsed phases of critical

bosons is given by 40

GH
0 (q) = −NB|q|

4πλB
cot

[
2λB |q|

∫ ∞

cB

dw χB(w)

q2 + 4w2
− 2sgn(λB) tan

−1 |q|
2cB

]

+
NBξB(cB)

2π
− NBcB
π|λB |

.

(6.8)

It is an interesting excercise to compute this (exactly in large N) directly from the higgsed

phases of bosons, which we leave for future work.

39As mentioned earlier, the single trace spin-zero scalar operator JB
0 in the case of critical boson theory

(5.21) is simply the Lagrange multiplier field σB appearing in the action (5.21) [7, 9].
40The single trace, spin-zero scalar operator in the Higgsed phase of critical bosons which is dual to

corresponding spin zero operator JF
0 = ψ̄ψ in the massive regular fermionic theory, is given by JH

0 =

W µW
µ + ZµZ

µ [85].
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6.3 For spin 1 :

The final result that we have obtained for spin 1 current correlator in the fermionic theory,

is given by (5.9). Under duality maps (6.1), (6.2) and (6.3), GF
−+(q) can be rewritten as

GF
−+(q) = − iNBq3

16πλB

(
1− η

2isgn(λB)cB
q3

)2[
−

(
q3 + 2isgn(λB)cB
q3 − 2isgn(λB)cB

)
exp

(
4iλBq3

∫ ∞

cB

dw χB(w)

q23 + 4w2

)
− 1

]

+
NBξB(cB)

4π
− NBcB

4π|λB |
.

(6.9)

Depending upon the two possible values of η, we consider two phases separately below.

6.3.1 Duality check in the unhiggsed phase of critical bosons :

As mentioned before, in the unhiggsed phase η = +1. So, it follows from (6.9) that it

dualizes to the following result in the unhiggsed phase of bosons,

GuH
−+(q) =

iNBq3
16πλB

(
1 +

4c2B
q23

)[
exp

(
4iλBq3

∫ ∞

cB

dw χB(w)

q23 + 4w2

)
− 1

]
+
NBξB(cB)

4π
+

iNBq3
8πλB

.

(6.10)

This exactly matches with the bosonic results (5.32) upto a contact term iNBq3
8πλB

. Thus, we

see that JF
µ maps to JB

µ under duality.

6.3.2 Prediction for the higgsed phase of critical bosons :

In the higgsed phase (η = −1), the predicted result for the two-point correlator of the single

trace spin one current is 41

GH
−+(q) =

iNBq3
16πλB

(
1 +

2isgn(λB)cB
q3

)2[(q3 + 2isgn(λB)cB
q3 − 2isgn(λB)cB

)
exp

(
4iλBq3

∫ ∞

cB

dw χB(w)

q23 + 4w2

)
+ 1

]

+
NBξB(cB)

4π
− NBcB

4π|λB |
.

(6.11)

We leave for the future work, the matching of this prediction with the exact large N

computation of 〈JH
µ J

H
ν 〉 directly in the Higgsed phases of critical bosons 42.

7 Discussions

In this work we have obtained several two-point momentum space correlators of gauge

invariant, single trace operators in Chern-Simons coupled to massive fundamental matter

41A possible ‘covariant’ form of 〈JH
µ (q′)JH

ν (q)〉 = GH
µν (2π)3 δ(3)(q′ + q), is obtained from (5.7) and (5.8)

with the substitution of sgn(hF ) = −sgn(λF )(which is equal to sgn(λB)) and applying the duality map

given in subsection 6.1. It would be nice to have a direct independent check if this is indeed the case.
42In the Higgsed phase of critical bosons in the unitary gauge [62], the U(1) current JH

µ is proportional

to the Z bosons, i.e., JH
µ ∝ Zµ [85]. So, in this case, GH

µν ∝ 〈ZµZν〉.
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theories in the large-N ’t Hooft limit, at finite temperature and considering arbitrary holon-

omy distribution for gauge holonomy. One of the challenging aspects of our work was to

solve the correspoinding Schwinger-Dyson equations for the correlators because we chose to

work with an arbitrary holonomy distribution, with massive matter at finite temperature.

However, we have been able to overcome this technical difficulty and have solved these

equations analytically by explicitly performing the loop momenta integrals. The results for

the two-point correlators are indeed very simple in form. We have seen that in different

limiting cases, the results obtained in this work agree with the existing previous results

[7, 9, 29, 32, 80]. We have also explicitly checked the bose-fermi duality between the results

of the regular fermionic theory and the critical bosonic scalar theory. We now discuss about

the applications of the results obtained and further possible generalizations of the analysis

done in this paper.

We computed the two-point correlators of the spin one conserved current of single trace

operators both in the case of massive fermionic theory and in the case of massive bosonic

scalar theory. We used the duality map to predict for the two-point function of the spin

one current in the case of the higgsed phases of bosons. The analysis done in this paper is

in the Euclidean signature and with the external momentum qµ ≡ (0, 0, q3). By analytic

continuations, the results in the Lorentzian signature can be obtained by Wick rotating back

to Minkowski space q3 → iω. In [29], it was highlighted that the two-point correlator of the

U(1) current can be used to calculate the conductivity tensor by applying the Kubo formula.

Their analysis was done at zero temperature in the fermionic theory. Also in [32], the study

of conductivity was continued in Chern-Simons fermionic matter theories. However in [32],

they considered the massless regular fermionic matter coupled to Chern-Simons gauge fields

at finite temperature with table-top holonomy distribution. Moreover the results in [32]

were given as an integral expressions. Our results of two-point correlators of spin-one

current in the massive fermionic theory at finite temperature is a generalization of [29, 32]

and the final result is given in a much simplified form (5.9). Following [29, 32], this can be

used to study the conductivity of the massive regular fermionic theory at finite temperature

by applying the Kubo formula. In section E, we have commented on the computations of

correlators of arbitrary spin s currents and we have seen a general structure of the results;

following the same procedure used in the case of spin-zero and spin-one operators, one can

get, e.g., the stress tensor two-point correlation function which can be used to study the

viscosity of these theories [29].

As already discussed above, in the massive regular fermionic theory the results can be

dual to either critical bosonic scalar theory in the unHiggsed phase or to the Higgsed phase

of critical bosons depending upon the signs of sgn(hFλF ). We have explicitly checked

the duality of the regular fermionic theory with the critical bosonic scalar theory in the

unHiggsed phase, which is the case with sgn(hFλF ) = +1. Also, in the case of sgn(hFλF ) =

−1, we have given the predictions for the two-point correlators of the corresponding current

operators in the Higgsed phases of critical bosons. One may compute these correlators to

all orders in ’t Hooft coupling in the large-N limit directly in the Higgsed phases of critical

bosons coupled to Chern-Simons theory [62, 68] to explicitly check the duality in the higgsed

phase. The technicalities of performing exact computations in the higgsed phases of bosons
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are rather involved, and we leave this excercise for future work. It is realized that the

spin-one current of the massive fermionic theory is dual to the Z bosons in the Higgsed

phases [85]. So, the dualized result of 〈JF
µ J

F
ν 〉 in the higgsed phases is proportional to the Z

boson propagator 〈ZµZν〉. One can try to explictly compute the exact Z boson propagator

directly in the Higgsed phases of bosonic theory [62], at least in large N limit, and match

with the results predicted here.

The pair of theories that we have considered in this paper has global U(1) symmetry.

One can onsider the analysis presented here in the presence of a chemical potential µ by

turning on a constant background gauge field Aν = iµδν3. At least in the case when |µ| < cB
or |µ| < cF , the analysis seems to go through exactly the same way and the final result in

presence of chemical potential is obtained by making the substitution α → α− iβµ in the

integrand (except in the holonomy distribution ρ(α)) of holonomy integral appearing in the

results obtained in this paper at the zero chemical potential. It will be nice to explicitly

check if the structure of the results remain the same even in the case when the chemical

potential is larger than the thermal mass cB or cF [83]. It seems like, even in the case when

|µ| > cB or |µ| > cF , the structure of the results of the correlators of this paper will remain

the same; the only modifications will be through the functions χB(w) and χF (w) due to

the contour deformations of the holonomy integrals away from the unit circle as prescribed

in detail in [83]. We leave the careful analysis about this as a future excercise.

As discussed before, as part of the analysis in the bosonic scalar theory, following [17],

we have generalized the computations of four-point functions of fundamental scalars to

finite temperature. As in [17], this might be useful to study the scattering of fundamental

scalars at finite temperature. In footnotes 30, 31, 34 and 41, we have provided a possible

‘covariantized’ form of the two-point correlators of the spin one currents of the fermionic

and bosonic theories, valid for arbitrary values of the external momenta q. It would be nice

to have an independent check of these by direct computations without assuming q± = 0.

One can also extend the computations of two-point current correlators to higher point

correlators of single trace operators. We have already computed in this paper various exact

insertion vertices. And one can use these to explicitly compute the higher-point current

correlators by generalizing the existing results (e.g., three-point correlators [7, 9], four-point

correlators [65, 79]) to the massive matter theories at finite temperature. Presumably, one

may also use the results of two-point correlators of single trace operators obtained in this

paper to compute the thermal one-point functions using bootstrap approaches. In this

paper we have not paid much attention to the contact terms appearing in the results of the

two point-correlators. It would be interesting to understand if the contact terms appearing

in this paper have any physical significance. Also, it would be interesting to extend the

analysis of this paper by going beyond large-N limit, taking into account the contributions

from the non-planar diagrams. we leave all these problems for future work.
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A Conventions and useful definitions

We work in the three dimensional spacetime with coordinates (x1, x2, x3), where x3 is the

Euclidean time coordinate. For a vector aµ ≡ (a1, a2, a3), the corresponding lightcone

components are defined by a± ≡ a∓ = a1±ia2√
2

and the non-zero components of the metric

in the lightcone coordinates are given by δ+− = δ−+ = δ33 = 1. The totally antisymmetric

Levi-Civita tensor ǫµνρ that appears in the paper is normalized such that ǫ123 = ǫ123 = 1.

In the lightcone coordinates, ǫ+−3 = ǫ−+3 = i. The momenta squared are given by p2 =

p21 + p22 + p23 = 2p+p− + p23 = p2s + p23. Here, ps = +
√
2p+p− is the radial momentum in the

spatial momentum plane. Throughout the paper, the overall external momentum flowing

through the insertion vertices of the single trace current operators is denoted by q. We work

in the momentum choice q± = 0. At finite temperature, the component q3 of the external

momentum q entering an insertion vertex is quantized [32]; however, we don’t explicitly

write the quantized version of it and write it simply as q3.

Below, we list down a few definitions of useful quantities that have appeared throughout

the paper. Following [62], we use (2.7) to define the function ξB(z) as an integral over χB(z),

i.e., ξB(z) =
∫ z
χB(w)dw. The final expression for ξB(z) is given by

ξB(z) =
1

β

∫ π

−π

ρB(α) dα

[
ln 2 sinh

(
βz + iα

2

)
+ ln 2 sinh

(
βz − iα

2

)]
. (A.1)

Following [62], we use the regularization where, ξB(∞) is a pure divergence term and is

dropped away (for details, see discussion around equation 2.75 of [62]).

Similarly, for the fermionic theory, using (2.9) we define the function ξF (z) =
∫ z
χF (w)dw.

As before, we use the regularization where, ξF (∞) is purely a divergent term and is thrown

away. Explicitly, ξF (z) is given by

ξF (z) =
1

β

∫ π

−π

ρF (α) dα

[
ln 2 cosh

(
βz + iα

2

)
+ ln 2 cosh

(
βz − iα

2

)]
. (A.2)

We define another function which appears in the intermediate steps of the bosonic compu-

tations

FB(z, q3) =
χB(z)(
q23 + 4z2

) . (A.3)

Similarly, in the case of fermions, we define

FF (z, q3) =
χF (z)(
q23 + 4z2

) . (A.4)

Another set of useful definitions are

HB(z, q3) = exp
(
4iλBq3

∫ z

FB(w, q3)dw
)
= exp

(
4iλBq3

∫ z dw χB(w)

q23 + 4w2

)
, (A.5)
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and

HF (z, q3) = exp
(
4iλF q3

∫ z

FF (w, q3)dw
)
= exp

(
4iλF q3

∫ z dw χF (w)

q23 + 4w2

)
. (A.6)

Before concluding this appendix, we mention here that the multivalued function tan−1(x)

that appears in this paper is defined by choosing the branch −π
2 < tan−1(x) < π

2 . With

this definition, it follows that tan−1(−x) = tan−1(x). Also, we use the property that

tan−1(x) + tan−1( 1
x
) = sgn(x)π2 .

B Angular integrals :

The angular integrals that are used in this paper, are given by

∫ 2π

0

dθl
2π

(l−)j

(l − k)−
= (k−)

j−1

[
− θ(−j) + Θ(ls − ks)

]
. (B.1)

Here, on the right-hand side, θ and Θ both are unit step functions. The small θ- function is

used for the power of the momenta ℓ− appearing in the numerator of the integrand and it is

assumed to be defined such that θ(j = 0) = 1. This relation is true for ∀j ∈ Z. The above

integration result (B.1) can be easily obtained by chosing ℓ− = ℓs√
2
eiθℓ and converting the

resulting angular integral into a complex contour integral over a unit circle by substituting

zℓ = eiθℓ .

C Useful integrals

In this appendix, we list down (non-vanishing) useful integrals which are repeatedly used

in the main text.

C.1 Integrals in bosonic theory

We list here a set of useful integrals and we present the integration results in terms of

a quantity a(ks) = +
√
k2s + c2B , and the function χB(z) given by (2.7). We don’t write

the temperature dependence β explicitly in the arguments of the functions that are being

defined, but is implicitly assumed. The external momentum component q3 appearing in the

integrals is quantized but the explicit quantized form is not written for simplicity.

Integration B1 :

∫ DBk3
2π

1

k23 + a2(ks)
=

1

β

∫ π

−π

ρB(α) dα

∞∑

nk=−∞

1
(
2nkπ+α

β

)2
+ a2(ks)

=
1

2a(ks)
χB(a(ks))

(C.1)

where, a(ks) = +
√
k2s + c2B and χB(z) is given by (2.7). In the zero-temperature limit, i.e.,

in β → ∞ limit, it is clear from (2.7) that limβ→∞ χB(z) = 1. In the zero temperature
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limit, the above integral (C.1) reduces to the usual integral

∫ ∞

−∞

dk3
2π

1

k23 + a2(ks)
=

1

2a(ks)
(C.2)

We now consider the following integration

∫ D3
Bk

(2π)3
1

k23 + a2(ks)
=

∫ ∞

0

ksdks
2π

χB(a(ks))

2a(ks)

=
1

4π

∫ ∞

cB

da(ks) χB(a(ks))

=
1

4π

(
ξB(∞)− ξB(cB)

)

= −ξB(cB)
4π

(C.3)

where, we have used the definition ξ′B(z) = χB(z) ⇒ ξB(z) =
∫ z
χB(w)dw. We use

the regularization scheme [62] (see around equation 2.75 of [62]), where, ξB(∞) is a pure

divergence term and is dropped away.

Integration B2 :

There is another integration which is mostly used in the main text; this is given by

∫ DBk3
2π

1(
k23 + a2(ks)

)(
(k3 + q3)2 + a2(ks)

)

=
1

β

∫ π

−π

ρB(α) dα
∞∑

nk=−∞

1((
2nkπ+α

β

)2
+ a2(ks)

)((
2nkπ+α

β
+ q3

)2
+ a2(ks)

)

=
χB(a(ks))

a(ks)
(
q23 + 4a2(ks)

)

(C.4)

where, χB(z) is the same function defined in (2.7). As expected, in the zero temperature

limit, this reduces to the standard integral

∫ ∞

−∞

dk3
2π

1(
k23 + a2(ks)

)(
(k3 + q3)2 + a2(ks)

) =
1

a(ks)
(
q23 + 4a2(ks)

) (C.5)
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Integration B3 :

Another useful integral is given by
∫ DBk3

2π

k3(k3 + q3)(
k23 + a2(ks)

)(
(k3 + q3)2 + a2(ks)

)

=
1

β

∫ π

−π

ρB(α) dα
∞∑

nk=−∞

(
2nkπ+α

β

)(
2nkπ+α

β
+ q3

)
((2nkπ+α

β

)2
+ a2(ks)

)((2nkπ+α
β

+ q3
)2

+ a2(ks)

)

=
a(ks) χB(a(ks))(
q23 + 4a2(ks)

)

(C.6)

where, χB(z) is defined by (2.7). This reduces, in the zero temperature limit, to the usual

integral ∫ ∞

−∞

dk3
2π

k3(k3 + q3)(
k23 + a2(ks)

)(
(k3 + q3)2 + a2(ks)

) =
a(ks)(

q23 + 4a2(ks)
) (C.7)

C.2 Integrals in fermionic Theory

The integrals that appear in the fermionic theory are of the same structure as that appear

in the bosonic theory listed above. Below we provide a set of useful integrals

Integration F1 :

∫ DFk3
2π

1

k23 + a2(ks)
=

1

β

∫ π

−π

ρF (α) dα

∞∑

nk=−∞

1
( (2nk+1)π+α

β

)2
+ a2(ks)

=
1

2a(ks)
χF (a(ks))

(C.8)

where, a(ks) = +
√
k2s + c2F and χF (z) is given by (2.9). We don’t explictly write the

temperature dependence β in the arguments of the functions that are being defined, but is

implicitly assumed. In the zero-temperature limit, i.e., in the β → ∞ limit, it follows from

(2.9), limβ→∞ χF (a(ks)) = 1. Thus this integral reduces, in the zero temperature limit, to

the known integral ∫ ∞

−∞

dk3
2π

1

k23 + a2(ks)
=

1

2a(ks)
(C.9)

As in the case of bosons, we consider here the following integration
∫ D3

F k

(2π)3
1

k23 + a2(ks)
=

∫ ∞

0

ksdks
2π

χF (a(ks))

2a(ks)

=
1

4π

∫ ∞

cF

da(ks) χF (a(ks))

=
1

4π

(
ξF (∞)− ξF (cF )

)

= −ξF (cF )
4π

(C.10)
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where, we have used the definition ξ′F (z) = χF (z) ⇒ ξF (z) =
∫ z
χF (w)dw. We use the

regularization scheme, where, ξF (∞) is a pure divergent term and is dropped.

Integration F2 :

As in the case of bosons, there is another useful integral

∫ DFk3
2π

1(
k23 + a2(ks)

)(
(k3 + q3)2 + a2(ks)

)

=
1

β

∫ π

−π

ρF (α) dα

∞∑

nk=−∞

1(( (2nk+1)π+α
β

)2
+ a2(ks)

)(( (2nk+1)π+α
β

+ q3
)2

+ a2(ks)

)

=
χF (a(ks))

a(ks)
(
q23 + 4a2(ks)

)

(C.11)

where, χF (z) is given by (2.9). In the zero temperature limit, this integral reduces to the

standard integral

∫ ∞

−∞

dk3
2π

1(
k23 + a2(ks)

)(
(k3 + q3)2 + a2(ks)

) =
1

a(ks)
(
q23 + 4a2(ks)

) (C.12)

Integration F3 :

The following integral is also useful for the computations in this paper

∫ DFk3
2π

k3(k3 + q3)(
k23 + a2(ks)

)(
(k3 + q3)2 + a2(ks)

)

=
1

β

∫ π

−π

ρB(α) dα
∞∑

nk=−∞

( (2nk+1)π+α
β

)( (2nk+1)π+α
β

+ q3
)

(( (2nk+1)π+α
β

)2
+ a2(ks)

)(( (2nk+1)π+α
β

+ q3
)2

+ a2(ks)

)

=
a(ks) χF (a(ks))(
q23 + 4a2(ks)

)

(C.13)

In the zero tempearature limit, this integral reduces to the familiar integral

∫ ∞

−∞

dk3
2π

k3(k3 + q3)(
k23 + a2(ks)

)(
(k3 + q3)2 + a2(ks)

) =
a(ks)(

q23 + 4a2(ks)
) (C.14)

D Computation of thermal four-point function of fundamen-

tal scalars

In this appendix, we generalize the computation of four-point function of fundamental

scalars in the regular boson theory presented in [17](see e.g. section 4 and appendix D.3

of [17] for details of computation at zero temperature) to non-zero temperature. The
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p+ q k + q

p k

=

p+ q k + q

p k

+

p+ q k + q

p k

r + q

r

Figure 7. Schinger-Dyson equation for offshell four-point function of scalars. The elliptic blob

denotes the exact scalar four-point function and is denoted by A(p, k, q). The thick vertical line

corresponds to the ‘effective single particle exachange’ four-point amplitude and is denoted by

A0(p, k, q); this amplitude is given by the sum of the diagrams of Fig.8 and Fig.9. The filled circle

denotes the exact scalar propagator.

Schwinger-Dyson equations and the feynman diagrams are all the same as in [17]. We redo

the computations here with the relevant modifications due to the finite temperature effect

including holonomy of gauge fields. Summing all the diagrams in Fig.8 (or see figure 19 of

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 8. Some of the diagrams contributing to one loop four-point amplitude A0(p, k, q). The

filled circle denotes the exact scalar propagator. The assignments of momenta in the external legs

are the same as in Fig.7.

[17] (also including the diagram corresponding to the (φ̄φ)3 interaction vertex), the one-loop

effective one-particle exchange can be written as

NAone-loop =
6∑

i=1

NAi = −8π2λ2B

∫ D3
Bℓ

(2π)3
1

ℓ2 + c2B

= −8π2λ2B

(
− ξB(cB)

4π

)

= 2πλ2BξB(cB)

(D.1)

where, the function ξB(cB) is given by (A.1).

The contact contribution to the four-point function from the b4 vertex shown in the

Fig.9(a) is given by −( b4
2NB

)·2 = − b4
NB

. As given in the action (4.1), contribution from the b6
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(a) (b)

p− k

p+ q k + q

p k
(c)

Figure 9. Some of the diagrams contributing to the ‘effective single particle exchange’ four-point

amplitude A0(p, k, q). Diagram (a) corresponds to the four-point interaction vertex. Diagram (b)

corresponds to the contribution of the interaction vertex (φ̄φ)3 to the four-point amplitude; here, the

filled circular dot denotes the exact scalar propagator. Diagram (c) corresponds to the four-point

amplitude due to the tree-level gauge boson exachange.

vertex to the four point function is shown in Fig.9(b) and is given by (− b6
N2

B

)
(
− ξB(cB)

4π NB

)
=

ξB(cB)b6
4πNB

. At the tree level, the contribution from the diagram shown in Fig.9(c) is given by

Atree = Vµ(p+ q,−(k + q))GB
νµ(p − k)Vν(k,−p) = 4π

κB

qµ(k + p)νǫν−µ

(p − k)−

= −4πiλBq3
NB

(k + p)−
(k − p)−

(D.2)

So, the total contribution to the ‘effective one-particle exchange’ four-point amplitude

A0(p, k, q) is given by

NBA0(p, k, q3) = −4πiλBq3
(k + p)−
(k − p)−

+ 2πλ2BξB(cB)− b4 +
ξ(cB)b6

4π

= −4πiλBq3
(k + p)−
(k − p)−

+ b̃4

(D.3)

where, in the last line b̃4 is defined by

b̃4 = −b4 +
ξB(cB)b6

4π
+ 2πλ2BξB(cB) (D.4)

D.1 Schwinger-Dyson Equation

The exact thermal scalar four-point function that we are interested in is defined by

〈φi(p+ q)φ̄j(−(k + q))φm(k)φ̄n(−p)〉 = Aim
jn (p, k, q)(2π)

3δ3(0) (D.5)

For the purpose of calculation of the current correlators, we are interested in the following

contraction of the color indices

Aim
jn (p, k, q) = A(p, k, q) δinδ

m
j (D.6)

As explained in details in [17], in order to calculate the exact four-point amplitude we solve

the Schwinger-Dyson equation given in Figure 5 of [17].
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In the mathematical form, the Schwinger Dyson equation can be written in the following

two alternative but equivalent forms

A(p, k, q3) = A0(p, k, q3) +NB

∫ D3
Br

(2π)3
A0(p, r, q3)A(r, k, q3)

(r2 + c2B)((r + q)2 + c2B)
(D.7)

A(p, k, q3) = A0(p, k, q3) +NB

∫ D3
Br

(2π)3
A(p, r, q3)A0(r, k, q3)

(r2 + c2B)((r + q)2 + c2B)
(D.8)

These are the two equations that need to be solved for A(p, k, q3). We work in the

choice q± = 0, and the expression (D.3) for A0(p, k, q3) is independent of p3. So, from the

equation (D.7), we can write ∂p3A(p, k, q3) = 0. In the same way, we can write from the

equation (D.8), ∂k3A(p, k, q3) = 0.

This implies that A(p, k, q3) is independent of p3 and k3. So, using the integration

result (C.4), we integrate r3 momenta. And so, from (D.7) after integrating over r3, and

using the definition (A.3) we get

A(~p,~k, q3) = A0(~p,~k, q3) +NB

∫
d2~r

(2π)2
FB(a(rs), q3)

a(rs)
A0(~p,~r, q3)A(~r,~k, q3) (D.9)

where, a(rs) = +
√
r2s + c2B . Similarly from (D.8) after integrating over r3, we get

A(~p,~k, q3) = A0(~p,~k, q3) +NB

∫
d2~r

(2π)2
FB(a(rs), q3)

a(rs)
A(~p,~r, q3, λB)A0(~r,~k, q3) (D.10)

Treating the lightcone momenta as the complex coordinates, p− → z, p+ → z̄, and using

the standard complex integration formula ∂
∂z̄

1
(z−a) = 2π δ(2)(~r−~a), from (D.3) we calculate

NB∂p+A0(~p,~k, q3) = (2π)24iλBq3p−δ
(2)(~p− ~k) (D.11)

From equation (D.9) and the integration result (A.3), one can easily find

∂p+(A(~p,~k, q3)−A0(~p,~k, q3)) =
4iλBq3p−
a(ps)

FB(a(ks), q3)A(~p,~k, q3) (D.12)

Similarly from (D.10), one gets

∂k+(A(~p,~k, q3)−A0(~p,~k, q3)) = −4iλBq3k−
a(rs)

FB(a(ks), q3)A(~p,~k, q3) (D.13)

Equations (D.12) and (D.13) may be regarded as the first order ordinary differential equa-

tions in the variables p+ and k+ respectively. These equations are easily solved. For

convenience, we define the following function

HB(z, q3) = exp
(
4iλBq3

∫ z

FB(w, q3)dw
)

(D.14)
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The inverse of this function is given by H−1
B (z, q3) =

1
HB(z,q3)

. From (D.12), we get

∂p+

(
H−1

B (a(ps), q3)A(~p,~k, q3)

)
= H−1

B (a(ps), q3)∂p+A0(~p,~k, q3) (D.15)

In the same way, the equation (D.13) can be recast into the following form

∂k+

(
HB(a(ks), q3)A(~p,~k, q3)

)
= HB(a(ps), q3)∂k+A0(~p,~k, q3) (D.16)

The equations (D.15) and (D.16) can be easily solved by integrations. We have already

found in (D.11) that ∂p+A0(~p,~k, q3) ∝ δ(2)(~p− ~k); so, we use the formula

f(~r)δ(2)(~r − ~a) = f(~a)δ(2)(~r − ~a)

Thus, we can replace the prefactors on the RHS of equation (D.15) by replacing ~p by ~k.

By integrating both sides of (D.15) and multiplying by NB and introducing the integration

constant h(~k, ~p, q3), we find

H−1
B (a(ps), q3)NBA(~p,~k, q3) = H−1

B (a(ks), q3)

{
(4πiλBq3)

(p+ k)−
(p− k)−

}
+ h(~k, p−, q3)

(D.17)

Similarly, integrating (D.16) and introducing another integration constant h̃(~k, ~p, q3), we

get

HB(a(ks), q3)NBA(~p,~k, q3) = HB(a(ps), q3)

{
(4πiλBq3)

(p+ k)−
(p− k)−

}
+ h̃(k−, ~p, q3) (D.18)

Comparing (D.17) and (D.18), we see that the k+ dependence of h and p+ dependence of

h̃ are determined. So, we conclude

NBA(~p,~k, q3) =
HB(a(ps), q3)

HB(a(ks), q3)

{
(4πiλBq3)

(p+ k)−
(p− k)−

+ j(k−, p−, q3)

}
(D.19)

where, j is now the integration constant to be determined shortly. Following the arguments

of [17], we see that in the above equation (D.19), the function j(k−, p−, q3) must be a

function of charge zero, and so, must be a function of k−
p−

. It must also be a singularity free,

i.e., the derivative w.r.t. both k+ and p+ must vanish. This seems impossible unless the

function j is a constant w.r.t. k and p. And so, we conclude

NBA(~p,~k, q3) =
HB(a(ps), q3)

HB(a(ks), q3)

{
(4πiλBq3)

(p + k)−
(p − k)−

+ j(q3)

}
(D.20)

In order to evaluate j(q3), we now replace equation (4.9) back into equations (D.9),

and get (A.3) we get

NB(A(~p,~k, q3)−A0(~p,~k, q3)) =
1

(2π)HB(a(ks), q3)

∫ ∞

0

rsdrs
a(rs)

FB(a(rs), q3) HB(a(rs), q3) I(rs)

(D.21)
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where,

I(rs) =

∫ 2π

0

dθr
2π

{
− (4πiλBq3)

(r + p)−
(r − p)−

+ b̃4

}{
(4πiλBq3)

(r + k)−
(r − k)−

+ j(q3)

}
(D.22)

One can easily perform the angular integrals by using (B.1), and the final result of the

integration is

I(rs) = [4πiλBq3 + b̃4][−4πiλBq3 + j(q3)]

−Θ(rs − ps)(8πiλBq3)

{
(4πiλBq3)

p− + k−
p− − k−

+ j(q3)

}

+Θ(rs − ks)(8πiλBq3)

{
− (4πiλBq3)

k− + p−
k− − p−

+ b̃4

}
(D.23)

From (D.21), we define

LHS = (8πiλBq3)HB(a(ks), q3)NB

(
A(~p,~k, q3)−A0(~p,~k, q3)

)
(D.24)

Also, we get from (D.21),

RHS =

∫
rsdrs
a(rs)

(4iλBq3) FB(a(rs), q3) HB(a(rs), q3) I(rs)

= [4πiλBq3 + b̃4][−4πiλBq3 + j(q3)][HB(∞, q3)−HB(cB , q3)]

− (8πiλBq3)

{
(4πiλBq3)

(p+ k)−
(p− k)−

+ j(q3)

}
[HB(∞, q3)−HB(a(ps), q3)]

+ (8πiλBq3)

{
− (4πiλBq3)

(k + p)−
(k − p)−

+ b̃4

}
[HB(∞, q3)−HB(a(ps), q3)]

(D.25)

From (D.24), by using (D.20) and the expression obtained for NA0(~p,~k, q3), we can write

LHS = (8πiλBq3)

[
HB(a(ps), q3)

{
4πiλBq3

(p+ k)−
(p− k)−

+ j(q3)

}

−HB(a(ks), q3)

{
− 4πiλBq3

(p+ k)−
(k − p)−

+ b̃4

}] (D.26)

Comparing LHS and RHS, we get

j(q3)

4πiλBq3
=

4πiλBq3(HB(cB , q3)−HB(∞, q3)) + b̃4(HB(cB , q3) +HB(∞, q3))

4πiλBq3(HB(cB , q3) +HB(∞, q3)) + b̃4(HB(cB , q3)−HB(∞, q3))
(D.27)

So, the final result for the thermal four-point function of fundamanetal scalars is given

by (D.20) with j(q3) given by (D.27).

The expression for j(q3) given in (D.27) can be written as an equivalent but simplified

form as below

j(q3) = 4πλBq3 tan
(
tan−1

( b̃4
4πλBq3

)
+ 2λBq3

∫ ∞

cB

dw χB(w)

q23 + 4w2

)
. (D.28)
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It is clear from (D.28) that j(q3) is an even function of q3, i.e., j(−q3) = j(q3) = j(|q3|).
It is also clear from (D.28) that j(q3) or rather j(q3, λB) is also an even function of λB
separately, i.e., j(q3, λB) = j(q3,−λB) = j(q3, |λB |). The large N exact four-point function

(D.20) can be explictly written as

NBA(~p,~k, q3) =

{
(4πiλBq3)

(p+ k)−
(p− k)−

+ j(q3)

}
exp

(
4iλBq3

∫ a(ps)

a(ks)

dw χB(w)

q23 + 4w2

)
(D.29)

where, j(q3) is given by (D.27) or equivalently by (D.28).

E Comment on arbitrary spin s current two-point function

Fundamental matter coupled to Chern-Simons theories contain a spectrum of higher spin

currents [1, 3, 4, 14]. The relevant modifications in the expressions of the currents Jµ1···µs

in the massive matter theory is discussed in detail in [14]. However, these modifications

will not be important to what we are going to discuss below. In this subsection, we outline

the generalization of the computations correlators of the previous sections to the case of

correlator of arbitrary spin s single trace operator which we schematically label as J(s).

The schematic diagram for the two-point correlator 〈J(s)J(s)〉 is shown in Fig.10. In the

⊗
q

J(s) J(s)

Figure 10. two-point correlator 〈J(s)(−q)J(s)(q)〉. The circled cross at the left is the exact insertion

vertex and the boxed cross at the right is the ‘bare’ insertion vertex. The circular dot denotes the

exact propagator.

lightcone gauge A− = 0, the explicit computation of the correlators (specifically, solving

the corresponding Schwinger-Dyson equations) becomes simple in the kinematical regime

in which the external momentum q is chosen to be such that q± = 0, i.e., in the explicit

component form q ≡ (0, 0, q3). With these choices, we will specifically talk about the

component of the correlator 〈J(s)J(s)〉 in which one of the J(s) insertion vertex has all

the minus signs (s times) and the other J(s) insertion vertex which has all the plus signs

(s times). As already mentioned in previous cases, to compute the two-point correlators

of current operator J(s), only a single exact insertion vertex is required and the other

insertion vertex is the ‘bare’ insertion which is computed from the explicit definition of

the corresponding current operator. For definiteness, we choose the exact J(s) insertion

vertex to be the one in which the spacetime indices are all minuses, and the ‘bare’ insertion

vertex J(s) to be the one in which all spacetime indices are pluses. The definition of

the gauge invariant, single-trace, higher spin spin current operator is obtained from the

corresponding generating functions (see e.g. [1]). Below, we consider fermionic and bosonic

theories separately and discuss about the specific details regarding those theories there.
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E.1 Fermionic theory

In the fermionic theory coupled to Chern-Simons theory, there is a spectrum of gauge

invariant, single trace, higher spin currents. In the lightcone gauge, and in the case of

external momenta q± = 0, the expression for the current operator - with all component

signs being minuses - is given by

JF
−···−(−q) ≡ JF

(sm)(−q) = iαs

∫ D3
F k

(2π)3
(k−)

s−1 ψ̄(−(q + k))γ− ψ(k) , (E.1)

for s ≥ 1. Here, we have kept an explicit factor of i for later convenience (comparing it with

the case s = 1) and the factor αs is the normalization factor. Here, a schematic symbol sm
denotes that the spin s current operator carry s minus signs.

Schwinger-Dyson equation for exact vertex

The corresponding Schwinger-Dyson equation for the exact JF
(sm) vertex is schematically

given by the Fig.1 where, the ‘tree level’ insertion in this case is given by Ṽ F
(sm) = iαs(k−)s−1γ−.

The exact JF
(sm) insertion vertex is defined as

〈JF
(sm)(−q)ψ(k)ψ̄(p)〉 = V F

(sm)(k, q) (2π)
3δ(3)(p+ k + q) . (E.2)

From Fig.1, we find that the corresponding Schwinger-Dyson equation for V F
(sm)(k, q) is

given by

V F
(sm)(k, q) = Ṽ F

(sm)(k, q)+NF

∫ D3
F ℓ

(2π)3
[
Vν(ℓ+q, k+q)SF (ℓ+q)V

F
(sm)(ℓ, q)SF (ℓ)Vρ(k, ℓ)

]
GF

ρν(ℓ−k) ,
(E.3)

Using (3.11) and (3.4) , the above equation (3.43) can be simplified to

V F
(sm)(k, q) = iαs(k−)

s−1γ− − 2πiλF

∫ D3
F ℓ

(2π)3
[
γ[3|SF (ℓ+ q)V F

(sm)(ℓ, q)SF (ℓ)γ
|+]

] 1

(ℓ− k)−
.

(E.4)

Following exactly the same procedure that is used to compute the exact JF
− vertex in the

case of spin one two-point correlator, one can solve the above Schwinger-Dyson equation

(E.4). Here, briefly outline the steps and present the final result. In ‘lightcone kinematics’

q± = 0, it is clear from (E.4) that V F
(sm)(k, q) is independent of k3. Also, in the lightcone

kinematics q± = 0, the only non-zero component of the external momenta q is q3. So, the

momentum dependence of V F
(sm)(k, q) is basically V F

(sm)(
~k, q3). As in the JF

− case, V F
(sm)k, q)

can be expanded as,

V F
(sm)(

~k, q3) = V F
(sm),ν(

~k, q3)γ
ν+V F

(sm),1(
~k, q3)1 = (k−)

s−1g(s)m (ks, q3)γ
++(k−)

sf (s)m (ks, q3)1 .

(E.5)

Plugging (3.45) in (E.4), we get a set of two coupled integral equations involving f
(s)
m and

g
(s)
m . Simiar to the case of JF

− , these equations for f
(s)
m and g

(s)
m simplifies a lot once we

utilize the SO(2) rotational symmetry in the lightcone plane and decompose the momentum

integration measure as (3.21), perform the angular integration using (B.1) and also perform
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the integral over momentum component ℓ3 by using (C.11) and (C.13). Performing a

change of variable a(ℓs) = +
√
ℓ2s + c2F = w and a(ks) = +

√
k2s + c2F = z, and relabelling

f
(s)
m (ks, q3) ≡ f̃

(s)
m (z, q3) and gm(ks, q3)

(s) ≡ g̃
(s)
m (z, q3) and Σ̃1(ℓs) ≡ hF (w), the equations

for f̃
(s)
m and g̃(s) can be written in a much simpler form, which takes the following form

f̃ (s)m (z, q3) = 2iλF

∫ ∞

z

dw FF (w, q3)

[(
q3 − 2ihF (w)

)
f̃ (s)m (z, q3) − 2g̃(s)m (w, q3)

]
, (E.6)

and

g̃(s)m (z, q3) = iαs + 2iλF

∫ ∞

z

dw FF (w, q3)

[
2
(
w2−h2F (w)

)
f̃ (s)m (w, q3)+

(
q3+2iΣ̃1(ℓs)

)
g̃(s)m (w, q3)

]
.

(E.7)

To solve the above two equations (E.6) and (E.7), it is best to convert them to a set of

differential equations. The boundary conditions that follow from (E.6) and (E.7) are

f̃ (s)m (z = Λ, q3) = 0, g̃(s)m (z = Λ, q3) = iαs, where, Λ → ∞ . (E.8)

Solving the equations (E.6) and (E.6), by first converting them into differential equations

with the boundary conditions (E.8) , we find the final solution for the exact JF
(sm) vertex in

terms of f
(s)
m and g

(s)
m as

f̃m(z, q3) =
iαs

q3

(
1− exp

[
4iλF q3

∫ Λ

z

dw FF (w, q3)
])

,

g̃m(z, q3) = iαs −
1

2

(
q3 + 2ihF (z)

)
f̃m(z, q3) .

(E.9)

Two-point function

Schematic diagram for the two-point function 〈JF
sm
JF
sp
〉 is shown in Fig.10. One needs the

‘bare’ insertion vertex JF
sp as shown in the right of Fig.10. Let us define the ‘bare’ insertion

JF
(sp)

(q) vertex as

〈JF
(sp)

(−q)ψ(k)ψ̄(p)〉 = UF
(sp)

(k, q) (2π)3δ(3)(p+ k + q) (E.10)

UF
(sp)

can be computed from the explicit expressions of the corresponding currents and the

number of digrams included in this insertion should be such that there is no overcounting.

The two-point function 〈JF
sm
JF
sp
〉 is then given by

GF
smsp

(q) = −NF

∫ D3
F k

(2π)3
TrF

[
SF (k + q) V F

(sm)(k, q) SF (k) U
F
(sp)

(k + q,−q)
]

(E.11)

where, the extra (−1) factor above in (3.38) is because of the integration over fermion loop.

For various spins, one needs to compute (E.10) and then perform the integral (E.11).
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E.2 Bosonic theory

Similar to the fermionic sase, we consider the two point function of spin s current operator,

in which one of the operator carries all the minus signs and the other operator carries all the

plus signs. We define this two-point function of general spin s current JB
(s) in the bosonic

theory as

〈JB
(sm)(q

′)JB
(sp)

(q)〉 = GB
smsp(q) (2π)

3δ(3)(q′ + q) , (E.12)

where, sm denotes that the operator JB
(sm)(q

′) carries s minus signs and similarly sp denotes

that the operator JB
(sp)

(q) carries s plus signs. To compute this, we first compute the exact

JB
(sm)(q

′) vertex. The other insertion JB
(sp)

(q) is computed upto the leading non-trivial orders

to account for all the diagrams that contribute to (E) without overcounting. We define the

exact JB
(sm)(q

′) insertion vertex by separating the overall momentum conserving δ-function

as follows

〈JB
(sm)(−q)φ(k)φ̄(p)〉 = V B

(sm)(k, q) (2π)
3δ(3)(p + k + q) (E.13)

Following the same procedure as spin one current, we compute the exact JB
(sm)(q

′)
insertion vertex by

V B
(sm)(k, q) = V B

(sm),free(k, q) +NB

∫ D3
Bp

(2π)3

V B
(sm),free(k, q)A(p, k, q)

(k2 + c2B)((k + q)2 + c2B)
(E.14)

In the case of lightcone gauge A− = 0 and in the case q± = 0, it follows from the rotational

symmetry, that V B
(sm),free(k, q) = α̃s(k−)s for s ≥ 1, where, α̃s depends upon the normal-

ization of the current operator. Following the same procedure as in the case of spin one

current, we perform the momentum integral and get

V B
(sm)(k, q) = α̃s(k−)

s HB(∞, q3)

HB(a(ks), q3)
(E.15)

And we also define the ‘tree level’ insertion JB
(sp)

(q) vertex as

〈JB
(sp)

(−q)φ(k)φ̄(p)〉 = UB
(sp)

(k, q) (2π)3δ(3)(p+ k + q) (E.16)

To compute (E.12) we need (E.16) upto leading non-trivial orders to account for all the

diagrams that contribute to (E.12) without overcounting. Once this is computed, it is easy

to compute the spin s current two-point function GB
smsp

(q) as

GB
smsp

(q) = NB

∫ D3
Bk

(2π)3

[
SB(k + q)V B

(sm)(k, q)SB(k)U
B
(sp)

(k + q,−q)
]

(E.17)

where, SB(k) is the exact scalar field propagator given by (4.5). Explicitly, this can be

written as

GB
smsp(q) = NBHB(∞, q3)

∫ D3
Bk

(2π)3
(k−)s UB

sp(k + q,−q)
(k2 + c2B)((k + q)2 + c2B)

(E.18)

As in the case of fermions, for various spins, one needs to compute (E.16) for varrious spins

and then perform the above integral (E.18).
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